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THE ENGLISH ESTIMATES FOR EDUCATION
IN 1858.

Mr. ADDERLEY said he should, with the permission of
hon. members, direct their attention to the vote to which they
were asked to assent, and which he would beg them to regard
under three distinct heads. The whole amount of the vote for
public education in Great Britain for the current year was, in
round numbers, £663,000 ; of which sum, £157,000 might be
considered as being expended under the head of building and
furnishing schools; £400,000 in paying various classes of
school-masters; and £57,000 in defraying the expenses con-
nected with the management of those schools, and in the pay-
ment of the salaries of inspectors. The £157,000 might again
be sub-divided irito the two sums of £150,000 for building and
£7,000 for the purchase of maps, diagrams, and scientific ap-
paratus; while the £400,000 might be looked upon as having,
for its principal items, £230,000 for the payment of the annual
stipends of pupil teachers, &c.; £67,000 for grants to training,
and £22,000 for grants to industrial schools. £16,000 of the
remaining sum of £57,000, to which he had alluded, being ex-
pended upon the maintenance of the establishment in London,
and £40,000 in defraying the cost of inspection. The increase
in the present, as compared with the vote for last year, amounted
to £83,000, and that sum, he might add, might be spread over
the whole of the items of the vote with the exception of two-

namely, the vote for building, which was the same as that of
last year, and the grant for assistant teachers. Now, the in-
crease of £83,000, which he had just mentioned, must, he
thought, be a circumstance of unmixed satisfaction to the com-
mittee. (Hear.) There were, indeed, only two suppositions
upon which the contrary could fairly be anticipated to be the
case; the one being that the present system of national educa-
tion was one of which the committee did not approve, and
therefore desired to have changed; the other, that the money
laid out upon the promotion of that system was improperly and
wastefully expended. With regard to the probable extension of
the system, and the limits which might be set to the expense
which it entailed, he might be permitted to state very briefly
the calculation which he had made. We had laid out upon

buildings for educational purposes, in the purchase of furniture,
&c., about £ 1,000,000 from the period when the first grant had
been made. That sum might be looked upon as permanent
capital, which, at the rate of six per cent., would constitute an
annual charge on the treasury of £60,000. Now, the current
expenses for public education was, deducting the cost of build-
ing and furniture, £500,000; which, added to the £60,000
which he had just mentioned, made the entire annual charge
upon the treasury, in connection with the subject, £560,000.
With that amount of expenditure it was sought to-provide for
the education of 800,000 children. Now, taking the popula-
tion of England, Scotland, and Wales at 24,000,000, one-
eighth of that number, or 3,000,000, would come within the
range of persons requiring education; from which number if
one-third were deducted, to make allowance for those who
would receive their education at private schools, 2,000,000 of
children would still be left dependent for the mean of instrue-
tion upon the national grant. The present rate of expenditure
contemplated, as he had said before, the education of 800,000
children; and, starting from that fact as a buis of calculation,
he had no hesitation in saying that, with the reductions which

might be effected in the grant for buildings, in that for the
maintenance of normal achools, and in other items of expendi-
ture, a sum of about £1,000,000 per annum would be found
to be sufficient to provide for the educational wants of the
people, taking the population at the amount at which it at
present stood. Now, if he were right in that view, he dia Upt
think the committee ought to object very strongly to intrating
the expenditure of so large a sum to such a department as the
Council of Education, especially if the minutes of depamrtseng.
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were regularly kept and produced for the inspection of the House
of Commons, and were classified and codified as was at present the
case. Every member of that House was equally anxious to carry
out the end aimed at, and the only difference was as to the means.
It was not for him to say that the existing system of education was
the only one possible in this country. In such a centralized system,
what was gained in strength and efficiency was certainly lost in want
of proper control over local expenditure, and of that active interest
which everybody took in works which were immediately and solely
the rosult of local efforts. Bnt could this more efficient and econo-
mical system be obtained 1 Was it possible to avoid that duplica-
tion of grants and of machinery, and that perhaps rather wasteful
application of public money, which resulted from the use of religious
denominational agency ? Other nations might get rid of the diffi-
culty by recognizing but one form of religion, and America by re-
cognizing none ; but in this country he did not see how they could
dispense with the religions machinery now made available. With
regard to the present expenditure, lie had heard it said that the
terms of the minute of Council, in distributing the education grants,
led to the neglect of the poor districts throughout the country, while
the rich obtained an undue proportion of aid. He believed a more
just complaint was that these grants did not meet the wants of the
remote agricultural districts; but lie believed that they must be con-
tent to put up with that smaller success which was so unsatisfactory
to those who were sanguine in their views upon national education.
They mist be content with a low age and short attendance froin the
pupils in the country schools. It was certainly lamentable to hear,
as they did from the School Inspector of the Northern Counties,
that seven-tenths of the grants in his district went to the education
of children under ten years of age ; but any attempt to keep the
children of the labouring classes under intellectual culture after the
very earliest age at which they could earn their living, would be as
arbitrary and improper as it would be to keep the boys of Eton and
Harrow at spade labour. (Hear, hear.) There must be labourers
and there must be scholars, and no Act of Parliament could make
these convertible terms. Al that could be done was to make the
most of the time during which the children remained at school, and
to supplement the day instruction by evening schools. (Hear, hear.)
With regard to education in the remote agricultural districts, they
were coming more and more within the scope of the grant, but not
so rapidly as could be wished ; and lie believed the fact to be, that
when a Government department undertook the education of the
poor, the tendency was to make the standard Ur inist mUion too h i5h,

and raise it above the level of those who were to be benefitted. As
to industrial schools, lie considered them of primary importance in
the distribution of this money, because in them you had a class of
children who were clearly altogether dependent for their education
on the charity of individuals and the patronage of the State. (Hear,
hear.) With regard to middle-class schools, which of course re-
quired no such assistance, he was happy to say that this was the first
da y on which the University of Oxford was conducting its middle-
class examinations throughout the kingdom. This movement af-
forded a most satisfactory evidence of the increased appreciation of
education which now prevailed among the middle-classes. Ho be-
lieved this to be owing in no smal degree to the immense pressure
put by the State on the education of the labouring classes, which
ha thus extended its influence to the uppar ranks of society. He
was convinced that if employers only pressed forward vigorously, as
Englishmen always did everything they took in hand, the intellectual
training of their children, the chief difficulties of national education
would be solved, for, when employers had once been highly in-
structed and sought for skilled labourers, there was no fear but that
the class below would answer this demand, and readily and eagerly
seek for the advantages of a good education. (Cheers.)

Mr. W. EWART must express his regret that the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Adderley) had made no reference in his statement to
schoola of design, to schools for art education, to museunis of prac-
tical geology, or to institutions of a similar character. He hoped
that, with regard to the poorer classes, endeavours would be made
to afford them a really useful education, for he found it was stated
by the School Inspectors that, in consequence of the adoption of a
practical education for their children, the labouring classes were be-
ginning to appreciato the means of instruction provided for them.
He believed that the existing systemu of education, with its compli-
cations of masters, pupil teachers, Queen's scholars, and inspectors,
was very good as far as it went, but he regarded it merely as a tem-
porary system, which must be replaced by one more extensive and
efficient.

Mr. GILPIN hoped the subject of education would never be
made a party question. (Hear, hear.) Ho was not disposed on
that occasion to raise any question as to the comparative merits of
voluntary and State systems of education ; but lie might remind the
committee that the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in introducing his
budget, had said that the vote for education was originaily oñig

£20,000, that this year it amounted to nearly £1,000,000, and that
in a few years the cost of the existing system would be £3,000,000
or £4,000,000. He believed that the early pioneers of education-
those who urged its importance before a great majority of its present
advocates took any interest in the subject-were convinced that a
thoroughly good practical education could best be promoted by
means of the voluntary system. He was afraid that, if the statistics
relating to pupil teachers were investigated, it would be found that
the Council had been training persons for the position of clerks, and
for various professions and services, instead of for the duties of
school teachers, whiclh was the object for which they had been edu-
cated. (Hear.) The great fault was a want of interest in education,
and that parliamentary grants could not cure. It was important
that the working classes should be taught that it was their duty and
their privilege to provide for the education of their children, and
anything which would teach them that lesson of independence and
self-reliance would be much more valuable than the mere acquisition
of Governient aid.

Mr. FULLER said that, so far from the great advance lately made
in education being owing entirely to voluntary efforts, it was notori-
ous that those voluntary efforts had in a great measure been called
into existence by Government aid. If the hon. gentleman who had
jnst sat down would refer to the state of education twenty-five years
ago, before these grants were commenced, lie would very soon see
that the voluntary systen by itself was utterly inadequate to the
wants of the country. That system was now discarded in every
country which had made any advances towards civilization. The
lion. gentleman's argument as to the pupil teachers was scarcely fair.
The Government got out of them all that it bargained for-assist-
ance in the instruction of young children ; and if, on arriving at
the age of eighteen or nineteen, they chose to enter into ordinary
employment, the country at large was the gainer in the end. He
was glad to find that these grants were increasing, for lie knew that
for every £1 granted, £2 was produced from voluntary subscrip-
tions.

Mr. FOX said that until they could devise some mode for insuring
the continuous attendance of children for a greater length of time,
all their efforts at general education would be vain. (Hear.) He
doubted whether there was any ground for the statement of the right
hon. gentleman that education covered a greater area than hereto-
fore. Their exertions did not keep pace with the population. There
was still an increasing mass of ignorance, and consequentlv of vice,
whih rquirud very d11lerent and much more energetic modes of
struggling with than any yet adopted. The voluntary system had
failed, and so had the mixed. He hoped that the Royal Commis-
sion would point out a better system; and in the meantime he firmly
believed that the Government could do more indirectly than directly
for the encouragement of education. (Hear, hear.) It was on that
ground that he was glad to hear the discussion which preceded their
going into committee. The removal of taxes which prevented the
rapid circulation of knowledge would do much for education ; so
would the promotion of education among the classes above the lowest
ciass. He rejoiced to hear of the examinations of the pupils of
middle-class schools by the University of Oxford, and hoped that
they would take place throughout the whole country. Let these ex-
aminations be extended to mechanics' institutions, as the minds of
the young men studying in them would be excited by an honorable
ambition, and a public opinion in favour of education would be
created, which would do more for education than the help of Govern-
ment or the benevolence of individuals. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. LOWE was inclined to agree with the hon. member for Old-
ham-a very high authority on these subjects-that the Govern-
ment could, perhaps, do more indirectly than directly for furthering
education. (Hear, hear.) The problem which they had to solve
was by what means they could make a sense of the benefits of edu-
cation penetrate the classes for whom this educational system was
intenîded. They ought to hold out some prospect to the poor of
their children obtaining a direct advantage fron the education which
they so earnestly pressed these poor parents to allow their children
to receive. His experience of the University system, and the direct
pecuniary advantages which it held out, induced him to believe that
without such a prospect they would find great difficulty in impressing
upon the minds of the poor a sense of the benefits of education.
Prizes innumerable, and valuable in the eyes of those who competed
for them, ought to be offered to the children of the poor, just as
prizes were offered to the students at the Universities. The Govern-
ment had a great deal in its power in that respect. He did not al-
lude to clerkships in the public offices, but to the office of messenger
in the post-office, of letter-carrier, and situations of that kind, which
ought to be thrown open to the competition of such as could best
pass an examination at the public schools. That competition would
benefit not only those who.were successful, but also those who werp
not, inasmuch as it would give a stimulus to their education, and
ultimàtely thé people at largé would feel thé benedciil effects of thâ
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c )mpetition. The poor would then attend to the education of their
ciildren-not to please the squire or the clergyman, but for their
own benefit. Public companies also, and persons in the different
walks of business, might, by offering employment to be competed
for in this way, do much to promote the general education of the
country, without the expenditure of a single shilling of the public
money.

Mr. BLACK objected to any sectarian system of education, and,
believing that the present system stood in the way of a system of
education for Scotland, which would not be sectarian, moved the
reduction of the vote by £14,721, the amount of increase in the
vote for schools in that part of the united kingdom.

Mr. COWPER hardly thought that the motion of the hon. mem-
ber for Edinburgh was made in concert with other Scotch members,
for the effect of it would bo to deprive Scotland of advantages which
that country would otherwise acquire. It had been said that State
action was opposed to voluntary action; but the fact was, that in
this country the union of the central and local principle afforded the
best guarantee for success. The great object of oducation should be
to make it as practicable as possible, and the importance had always
been recognized of giving to a child the education which would fit
him to fulfil the duties of the station in life to which he might be
called. (Hear, hear.)

Mr. BLACK then withdrew his amendment.
Mr. SLANEY suggested that at the school examinations the

cleverest and most intelligent pupils ought not alone to be reward >d.
Prizes should also be given with a view to draw out the quieter and
less obtrusive virtues, on which the future happiness of the children
so much depended.

The vote was agreed to.

IL papers on vractical O ucation.

1. EARLY WITHDRAWAL OF CHILDREN FROM
SCHOOL.

Early withdrawal of children from school is an evil to be deplored
not so much on account of leaving with microscopic stores of instruc-
tion, as fron the sad fact that their attendance is not long enough
for the School to leave any deep or permanent impression either on
their intellectual or moral character, or future pursuits. This early
remdval from School is said to be on the increase. From all parts of
the country we are informed that the average duration of school life
is growing shorter. Schools-it is said-are improved, but it is also
said that in proportion to their improvement is the earlier withdrawal
of the scholars. On all hands it is agreed-whatever the opinions as
to its causes-that something is needed to arrest the evil.

Now, it is our conviction that in many schools scattered over the
country, not only is there much done to arrest the evil, but that it is
arrested, and the teachers and trustees can speak not of a diminishing
average in the duration of school life, but of an increasing one. A
single instance must suffice. It was but the other day that I heard of
two schools similarly situated as to locality and class of children, in
which the teacher of one-a man thoroughly acquainted with the true
secret of successful school-keeping-had increased his average by six
months over that of the other.

Now, whatever inay bo the secret in such cases, it is worthy of re-
mark that all the schemes that have had their origin from without,
have been based on a supposition that the action must be in one and
the same direction-that of the upper classes of the school.

Now, it seems to me at all this is mischievous. That to make his
upper classes the sole or principal direction or his labours, not only
does not stop the early withdrawal from school, but tends to increase
it. That in fact we must seek here for the cause of much of the evil
of which we complain.

There are two facts, having to a considerable extent the relation of
cause and effect, which seen to be overlooked in regard to this matter.

The first is that there exist strong opinions and prejudices arm ngst
the people on what is the province of the school. So strong, that if
their children's progress in certain subjects is not rapid and good,
they attach no value whatever to anything else that the school does
for them.

The second is that many, not to say the majority, leave school be-
fore they come under the action of these well meant schemes.

But as early removal results from other causes, as well as from
this of ignoring the opinions of the poor, it will serve to set my point
in a clearer light if we take a glance at a few of them.

The early withdrawal of children from school is owing, in some
instances, to the employers of juvenile labour, in others to the
parents, and in many instances to the wishes of the children them-
selves. With the first of these we have at present nothing to do;
with the others we have.

Parents who take their children from school at an early age may

be distributed into four classes :-the indifferent, the necessitous,
the selfish, and the dissatisfied.

The indifferent-not, I believe, a large class, but an ever-decreas-
ing one-are those who make use of the school simply as a conveni-
ence, being satisfied that when there their children are out of harm's
way ; or they are such as are satisfied if their children obtain the
power to read a little and to write a little, they themselves have
done well enough without more, and they do not see but that their
children may be satisfied with what has suited them.

The necessitous are those whose weekly means are so smal, and
their claims so many, that the pittance obtained for the labour of
the child is a real necessity to keeping body and soul together.

The selfish are those who take advantage of the demand for
juvenile labour to promote their own sordid interests, sacrificing
their children at the shrine of Mammon.

Now I am willing to admit that there is not much within the
power of the schoolmaster to retain the children of these classes, yet
it appears to me that there is more power with him than with others.

There is another-and, as it appears to me, a very large clasa-
the dissatisfied with what the school in many cases does for the child.
These are they who attach much value to reading, writing, and
arithmetic ; who test a school by the progress made in these ; whose
dissatisfaction is owing to the slow progresa and imperfect attain-
ments of their children in these essential subjects ; who think that
the return from school attendance does not yield a proper per cent-
age on their outlay ; who reason that if a child after four or five
years' attendance at school can only read blunderingly, write a
miserable illegible scrawl, and not be able to work out correctly
littile matters in arithmetic that occasionally turn up at home; that
no commensurate good can accrue from keeping them after their
labour is available-none at any rate that can be put in the scale
against the positive advantages to the child's habits and character
from early inuring it to the requirements of labour.

But besides these causes of early withdrawal, there are others
connected with the children themselves, two only of which we need
notice. First there are children to whom the school work is the
veriest drudgery; and then there are those to whon it holds out no
inducements to stay.

The first of these formed formerly a large wing of the truant army
-an army which under better school keeping is fast diminishing ;
though the causes of their truancy in too many instances remain.
Handed over to the care of an inferior agency, school employment
with them has never been redeemed from a sense of irksomeness,
their progress has been slow and imperfect, school consequently has
had no attractions, and they finally escape from its wals by teasing
their parents to let them go to work.

The second class is quite the opposite of this, and not of course
nearly so numerous. It consists of children who have learnt readily
whatever the school has had to offer in the shape of reading, writing
and arithmetic, but who have nothing provided for them in which
they feel an interest, when they have reached the upper classes.
Imagining that the school has done for them all it can, and their
active spirits claiming further employment, they become successful
supplicants for removal from school to trade. That such is in some
instances the cause of early removal, I know to be the fact, and that
the feeling is extensively prevalent in a certain class of ashools I have
good reason to believe. One instance connected with a friend of my
own will serve to illustrate my point. This friend succeeded to a
school where the master professad to teach (in his first class, of
course) all the ologies and ographics. Hi liast of subjects, quite ap-
palling in its extent-circulated quarterly in his district-comprised
botany, zoology, geology, chemistry, theology, social science, French,
and the piano-forte. Now, my friend was one of those teachers-
held, it may be, in little esteem-who believe that the man who pro-
fesses to know and to teach everything, really knows and can teach
nothing ; he consequently banished these things from the school
curriculum, and substituted mechanical drawing in connection with
the use of the compass and scale, mensuration in connection with
the foot-rule, the tape, and the chain, and book-keeping on a practi-
cal and common-sense system. A few weeks subsequently to his
appointment he came upon a group of his bigger boys, without
being observed, and found them talking on the recent changes, and
overheard them say that it was now worth their while to remain in
school, for they had now something worth learning,

From what has been said it will have been seen that in my opinion
the early withdrawal of children from school arises in many cases
from the want of a proper action in the lower part of the school,
and in others from the want of more suitable subjects in the upper.
First and chiefly, the lower part of the school must receive a great
deal more attention than it does. Here must be expended the
greatest energy, the greatest skill, and the greatest amount of time,
by the master. He must seek to retain children longer by making
their progress in reading, writing, and arithmetic, rapid, intelligent,
andthorough. This ià one secret of the success of those schools,
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where the average duration of school-life is on the increase. Again
and again has it been pointed out that the best schools-best in
point of numbers, ages, and attainments-are those in which the
most labour is bestowed on the middle and lower classes.

Again the substitution of studies which give the children some-
thing to learn with their hands for those which merely put into
their heads will be found effective in prolonging the stay at school of
some who would otherwise early remove from it. Such studies are not
only more interesting from making the progress of the scholar depend
reatly on his own personal exertions, but they are more stimulating

cause he has more to show for his work. He can to some extent
measure his own progress, and at any time exhibit the result.

If it be not deemed presumptuous, I would offer before sitting
down, a practical suggestion for carrying into effect what I cannot
but deem the cure of early withdrawal in many cases.

Lancaster was the first to throw it out, and the Sessional School
was the first to reduce it to practice. It is to form the school into
two divisions, allowing nothing to be taught in the lower, but what
bas a more or less direct bearing on the children's progress in read-
ing, writing, and arithmetic, to have different grades in the division
with a definite work appointed to each, and to exact thorough
acquaintance with it, before allowing the child to pass to a higher
grade, and no one to be allowed to pass from the lower to the higher
division until he can read easy narratives with fluency, to write from
dictation correctly, and to work the primary rules in arithmetic.
The advantage of this division is, that it sets definite objects before
both teachers and children, and thus ensures greater efforts and
better results.-Mr. Gill in Papers for the Schoolmaster.

2. PUNCTUALITY-ITS FRUITS.
There are few social blessings of greater value than punctuality.

There are few social duties the violation of which causes more real
and lasting evil. And we may also add there are few qualities that
individuals more deeply feel the want of, and the absence. of which
is more deeply lamented.

As in the first proposition, it is the hinge on which may be said to
turn all that includes integrity, stability, and prosperity; so in the
second may be said to be involved almost all the constituent parts of
good character, whilst formidable barriers are a constant impedi-
ment to all successful progress ; and in the third we see only the legiti-
mate results of a course of action which no power can entirely prevent,
but which may always be proximately but truthfully predicted.

We are all aware of the meed of praise proncunced by the press of
this country on the first lady in our land, for her habitual punctuality.
le she going to travel three or four hundred miles ? She is ready to
start at the moment appointed ; and so much has she influenced the
managers on the great iron roads, that they bring her to the terminus
within a few seconds of the time specified. Has she business of state
in hand ? We are told that she keeps none waiting, and has pro-
duced a salutary fear on all who transact business of state withli er,
that none will presume to be behind hand in their appointments.
Has she, as a wife and a mother, domestic duties which must be
attended to, though she be a queen. We learn that never in the
history of the court of Britain has there been such an example of
domestic purity and houshold order, as are daily witnessed in the
royal palaces of our Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria.

We cannot fail to be equally struck at the immense advantage
punctual men of business, foremen in the various firms, and heads of
households, have over those who are indifferent to the rules of order,
and ignorant of the priceless worth of time. Like all other virtues,
this one calls forth its various adjuncts, and throws a beaming light
upon them, thus setting off, to the admiration of all, what in an
opposite character would be hidden, or so neutralized as not to be
appreciated.

The sterling honesty of an individual "goes for little ;" being clever
in penmanship and arithmetic "are not much ;" and a pleasing ex-
terior and respectable habits and associations "don't tell" with the
men, of whatever grade, whose object is progress, if punctuality be
not among them. It is a fact of frequent, we may say daily, occur-
rence, that punctual persons are preferred, with very slender acquire-
mente, to those who are far superior in necessary accomplishments,
but wio lack this desired qualification.

If we look around us, we find it is the punctual people who get
the money, and keep it ; who climb up to station and influence, and
remain there ; who, against ail opposition from fashion and indulgence,
train their households and dependents to imitate their example,
and fail not in sustaining it ; and who are the oorner-stones that
support the great social fabric, and give the surest guarantee for the
security of all.

If we look at the evils arising from failure in meeting appoint-
monts, we shall find them unsettling and disturbing, if not over-
throwing, affairs in all departments of political, business, social, and
dometio life. Many a battle has been loat through the non-appear-

ance of some division of any army at the time specified; many a
fortune has been missed by not being present at the moment re-
quired ; many a "good customer " has been lost, and many a good
business has been ruined, through broken promises; and many a
household is thrown into confusion by the irregular tinies kept by
the heads of families. In all the above cases we see that the results
of a violation of punctuality, as a habit, produce real calamities, and
such as can scarcely be remedied.

Those who are the subjects of irresolution or indulgence are
among the first to lament as well as to see the evils arising from this
habit of irregularity, and often promise amendment; but in many
cases they "resolve and re-resolve, and remain the same." This
habit is not reckoned among the vices, asit isfound among the really
amiable and excellent as much as among the vicious, so we set it
down as an obliquity of character, or as an eccentricity that is not
useful. It is oftenest found among those who are styled the "free
and easy" sort of people, who have acquired an antipathy against
all that appears in their view "cut and dried." Life mapped out in
straight lines and squares, and presenting nothing else but the hard
lines and acute angles, with no grateful curves, is such an abomina-
tion to them, that they prefer being what they are. "Extremes
meet," says the old proverb; and it is said by some one, "Virtues
may be driven into vices." Some make this principle of action the
whole sum of life, and, without making the least apology for irregu-
lar habits,it may be said that their driving over everything in their
way to keep in their straight line is often te be condemned, for what
is gained by the time is lost by the sacrifice of others. In this im-
perfect state, all cannot run in the same harness, all cannot keep the
same pace, and though the loitererers must expect to be left far in
rear, there are many who should be helped on, or at least helped out
of the way, on the score of willingness and brotherhood. Every-
thing worth acquiring demands patience in teaching, and, for the
sake of weaker ones, the stronger may stay a moment, or slacken
their pace, without deviating an inch from the line of progress.
But punctuality is such an important principle in all the depart-
ments of human progress, that its apparent hardness to those who
do not study it is compensated by its conservative properties. A
rock is hard, and will not give nourishment to the tiniest pretty
creeper or flower ; but it forms a good foundation, affords a good
shelter, and takes a prominent place in the works of nature.

How important is this principal to the heads of families. How
highly does a punctual mother estimate it. How much time she
saves when meals are commenced at the hours appointed, when all
her family are in their places at the morning hour ; when family
worship has not to be hurried or shortened to make up time ; and
when there is always time enough to prepare for public worship,
and never too late to join in its first exercises. What an advantage
to her children. If not aided by her partner, what patience she
requires! Let her go on, and keep in the line, gently, kindly
teaching him its value, being always ready herself. And if he be
not hard as the stone, or blind as a bat in the sunlight, he will be
lovingly shamed to follow in her wake, and acknowledge her power
by striving to sustain her in her noble course, and by helping her in
her arduous and holy duties.-British Mothers' Journal.

3. MEANS OF SECURING REGULAR ATTENDANCE.
It is often asked by teachers, how shall punctuality and regularity

be obtained in school. The following brief extract answers the ques-
tion. We have known but few teachers who properly appreciate the
influence of their own example in this particular, though its effects
are so evident that we do not believe an instance can be found where
there was a very marked regularity and punctuality on the part
of the teacher that this feature was not also impressed upon the
school. Mr. Kingsbury, to whom reference is here made, was for
thirty years the principal of a private High School for young ladies,
in the city of Providence, R. I. He has recently been appointed
Commissioner of Schools for that State, and in a social reunion held
at Manning Hall, Brown University, on the occasion of his dissolv-
ing his connection with the School, he gave a historical sketch of it,
in which he made some excellent remarks on the plan pursued by
him to secure punctuality. We extract them from the R. I. &hool-
master, for March :

" An account of every minute's deficiency has been kept, which
has resulted in a great degree of success. Many have attended an
entire year without one mark against their names, while the marking
has been so rigid that if a scholar were half way from the door to her
seat when the clock struck she could not escape. A considerable
number have attended two years, one three and one quarter years,
and another four entire years without a single failure. The teacher
has lost at three different times in thirty years, eleven weeks, and
has been one minute late, which as he was within the door as the clock
struck, he desired to have taken off from against his name."-Indi-
ana School Journal.
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4. GOOD MANNERS: THEIR WANT AND TH2IR
INFLUENCE.

There are not a few who are accustomed to associate the ider. of
politeness with pretension and hypocrisy; and this erronoous opinion
exerts an unfortunate influence upon the manners and social bearing
of millions. I say unfoîtunate minfluence, for the reason that every
cause of coarseness and vulgarity deserves to be deeply deplored.

Few characteristics are worthy of higher estimation than true po-
liteness, dignified and genteel deportment. And that none should
mistake my intention, let me remark that by the term politeness, I
mean something far higher aud nobler than may seem to attach to
the idea. There is much that passes with the ignorant and dishonest
as politeness, which deserves not the name, and should find no advo-
cate among sober and intelligent people. To bow with grace, and
smile with complaisance, to assume a manner of sauvity and kind-
ness which has no benevolence, no heart in it, to put on the manner
courteous bearing merely to serve a purpose, and to lay it aside when
the occasion that called it forth was passed by, is the mere counter-
feit of the manners of well-bred and genteel society. Dancing-masters,
fops, and flirts may be excused for the practice of this spurious style
of politeness ; but that which respectable and intelligent people should
possess, and which should be taught in all our schools, is as unlike
this, as gold is unlike its cheapest counterfeit. It has its origin in
the heart. It is the development and exercise of outward manifesta-
tion, the practical application of, the royal law, "Whatsoever ye
would that men should do to you, do you even so to them. " As we
wish others to treat us with kind respect, showing a regard for our
feelings and a desire for our happiness, so should be our manner toward
them. This spirit will ever induce genuine courtesy and politeness,
as a characteristic of human intercourse. And the possession and
exercise of this spirit among all people, would go far to induce the
highest well-being of society. Dissension, strife, bitterness, and
numberless other scources of misery, would seldom arise.

But the tendency of things at the present day, is not in the direc-
tion of this temper and tone of bearing, but decidedly the reverse.

And in this respect, as in regard to health, there manifestly has been
rapid progress in the wrong direction, during the last twenty years.

Phrenologists affirm that the organ of reveren ce is much less pro-
minently developed upon the crania of our youth, than upon those of
their parents. However this may be, it requires but little investiga-
tion to inake the discovery that Young America acknowledges no
superiors within the circle of his acquaintance. He has heard so
much nonsense, in regard to the unparalleled greatnes and glory of
the American people, their wisdom and prowess, their vast and over-
whelming superiority to all other nations, that he has come to the
absurd conclusion, that " We are the people, and wisdom will die
with us. " And unfortunately for him, he has in some way deduced
the conclusion, that among all the thirty millions of wise men and
heroes, who make up this great nation, no one is quite so wise and
heroic as his own individual self. This elevated self-estimation leads
him to take on airs not at all expressive of respect for the opinions of
others. To treat them deferentially, would be to treat himself with
indignity. This temper of necessity leads to coarseness and rudenness
of bearing; to gross violations of all the principles of true courtesy, of
genuine politeness.

In regard to this matter the schools of our land have not been fault.
les. The new race of teachers doubtlesa have done much to foster
this evil. People who are now forty years of age, very well remember
that in their school days the practice of politeness, in form at least
was a requirement which none could disregard with impunity. N
boy entertained such just and appreciative ideas of the virtue of whicl
there is in the rod and ferule, as ihe who had been guilty of what thE
teacher held to bean infraction of the rules of good manners. When
going to or returning from school, the children met any persons wh
were their elders, they ranged themselves in a line upon one aide o
the road, and made obeisance. And when out in the streets durin
their recess, however vociferously interested in their pastimes, no tra
veller made his appearance whose approach did not cause an immediat
hush of voices, and suspension of exciting sports. The tribute of a bov
was cheerfully paid, and not till he had passed beyond their immediat
neighbourhood, did they resume their plays. When they entered o
left the school-room, when they took and retired from the place o
recitation, the bow and the courtesy were the preliminary and final
of the performance.

Although this practice, in itself considered, was of little worth, y
as a token of respectfulness, as a sign of good will, it was of hig
value. It was an outward manifestation, or symbol, of an inwar
state, or spirit, which it would be well for ail to possess, and whic
should be assiduously cultured in the minds of the young.

But where, in all our land, does this good old practice now prevail
Where are the evidences in our children of the possession of that spir
of kind respect and appropriate regard for their superiors in yeai
and wisdom ? Who does not know that bows and courtesies, on th
part of our boys and girls, are obsolete, both in idea and practice, an

are numbered with the lost arts of the ancients ? It has been remarked
that "there are thousands of boys in this great country, not one of
whom has ever made a bow, uiles when he had occasion to dodge a
snowball, a brickbat, or a boulder."I

Sowbe eight or ten winters since, Ex-Governor Everett, of Massachu-
setts, with the late Amos Lawrence, was, in a sleigh, riding into Boston.
As they approached a school-house, a score of young boys rushed into
the street, to enjoy their afternoon recess. Said the Governor to his
friend, "Let us observe whether these boysmake obeisance to us, as
we were taught fifty years ago. " At the same time he expressed the
fear that habits of civility were less practised than formerly. As they
passed the school-house, al question and doubt upon the subject
received aispeedy if not a satisfactory settlement ; for each one of those
twenty juvenile New Englanders did his best at snow-balling the way-
faring dignitaries.

This is, perhaps, an extreme instance of the unfortunate change
which fifty years have wrought in the habits of the young. In the
language of Mr. Northend, the distinguished Principal of the Connec-
ticut State Normal School, "That more regard should be manifested
by the young to rules of etiquette and courtesy, must be admitted
by every observing mmd. There is too little reverence for age and
authority ; too slight a respect to law of both man and God. The
transition from boyhood to imagined manhood is altogether too rapid,
as by it the son is often placed above the parent, and the taught become
wiser, in their own estimation, than their teachers. Boys i their
undue anxiety to become men, are neither men nor boys, but form a
new, peculiar race. "-Report of the Rev. A. Smith, Commisioner of
Public Schools, Ohio.

II. Paptr on tI r(ngtigh) ganggugt.

1. "OUR MOTHER TONGUE."
A LECTURE BY THE REV. DR. EDGAR, BELFAST.

The reverend gentleman remarked that although his lecture had a
very unpretending title, there were many very happy associations
connected with it ; and the words of every tongue had a permanence
and force few ever thought of. It was from the words used to ex-
press ideas, that one man formed his estimiate of the character of
another, and who could tell but that every word, uttered by every
man since the creation, went with the carrents of the air, and were
written thereon in one continuous stream in a manner that would be
legible to angelic eyes when the great records of eternity were un-
folded. After giving some examples of emphatic wordswords
which from their very sound told their own meaning, he gave some
beautiful and forcible illustrations of the uses certain words were in
assisting a nation in learning its own history-inasmuch as the lan-
guage of a nation underwent a change coeval with the change in a
nation's history. Among others the lecturer instanced "ox" "cow"
" 1 calf " as Saxon words, and which Fstill retained their original
meaning ; but now they had "beef" and " vear-Norman worde--
changed from "cow" and " calf," because their Norman masters

s made the Saxon rear the cattle until they were fit for use, when
f they saved them the trouble of killing them, and of *course had a

right to change the name when the animals changed owners. "Pig"
- and "bacon" were both Norman words, but that was because when
r they had killed the pig they got leave to eat it. The words " burke"
r -an assassin ; "poltroon"-a man who cut his thumb off in order
, that he might not have to carry a musket ; and "craven," all went
o to show that when these words were introduced the country was
h governed by warlike and chivalrous feelings. As science and the
e arts advanced, new words were needed to signify new articles, and
, language was alway5 increasing. In degraded countries, words
o which once expressed virtues, were so changed in their character by
f the vileness of the people that they came to be used to represent
g vice. From Egyptian words which occurred in the five books of
- Moses the fact was established beyond a doubt that Moses must have
e been considered the son of the king's daughter, because none but
w members of the Royal Family of Egpyt were taught the use of the
e hieroglyphics of the priests. From the fact that Chaldean worde
r occurred in many instances in the writings of Jewish scribes, it was
of proved that the Israelites had learned some of the language of their
e oppressors in the lands of Chaldea. In a Jewish hiatory of a Jewish

man, they had read of Jesus having suffered "crucifixion,"' and that
et showed that the Jews, having been under the dominion of the
h Romans, had not the power to put any one to death, in their own
d way, which would have been by stonmng, but had to comply with the
h decision of their masters, who senteneed the mneanest of theisr slaves

to that mode of death. The meanivg of the word "husband" waa
? house band; "spinster"' was s0 called because young women loug

it ago had to spin a certain quantity of yarn before they could get a
rs husband-and "wife," because she had them to weave, and was
he literally a weaver. To "insult" a mn meant to jump on him ;
nd " sarcasm," which was a quality now-a-days admired in great men,
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had, when first used, for its real meaning, tearing of the flesh from
a man's bones with hot pincers, and otherwise torturing him. The
lecturer then went on to give some examples of the deplorable uses
"Our Mother Tongue" was applied to-such as blackguardism,
blasphemy, and the invention of "nick-names," as applied to religi-
ous sects, individuals, nations, and the devl-"Ould Nick"-
whereby the one was held up to ridicule, or contempt, and the other
made a matter of jest, and became a cheat and a snare, whereby
men were made to forget the terrible truth connected with his name,
and by which impressions were formed in the minds of youth not
easily eradicated. In strong language the lecturer denounced the
words of flattery and falsehood, another use to which "Our Mother
Tongue" was extensively applied ; and he next went on to deplore
the fact, that a system of tyranny and oppression had led men to
change the meaning of words so as to make those below them meaner
atill. Thus "knave," in its original sense, meant a boy ; and "vil-
lain" a poor man-it might be a labourer or servant, had not their
meaning been perverted. A great many words now in use were only
the remnants of ignorance-thus "turkey" got its name from its
being erroneously supposed to come from Turkey ; and ''gipsey"
from its being supposed that that people came from Egpyt ; and
" humour," from its being at one time imagined that the body was
composed of four principal humours, and hence a man is said to be
in a good or bad humour. The words "jovial," "sour," "satur-

nine,' and "charming" were remains of the old science of Astrology,
when it was supposed that a man's destiny was ruled by some parti-
cular star or planet. The lecturer deplored, as the most injurious
use to which "Our Mother Tongue" was ever put, the employment
of slang. It was one of the greatest engines of the Devil to alloy
men's minds so that they forgot the distinction between virtue and
vice, because they gave things false names and looked on them in a
false light. The most horrible murders that were ever committed
could be glossed over by such a saying as 'lhe vas picked off " by
such an one ; and though the lecturer had the mcst earnest wishes
for the suppression of the rebellion in the East-though the means
to be used must be frightful, étill he would like to hear that our sol-
diers had a more solemn idea of the struggle in which they were
engaged than was conveyed by the statement, when employed in the
work of slaughter, that "they were just polishing them off." In
Italy, when an assassination had taken place, the assassin is repre-
aented as "assisting death ;" and in France, when an impatient heir
had began to think his father rather long in the world, andhad given
him poison, the parricide was spoken of as one who had adiniiistered
a little of the "1powder of succession." After alluding to the enno-
bling effect Christianity had on the language of any country, the lec-
turer alluded to the peculiar phraseology of the Bible, and said the

phiaseology of the pulpit, if it was scriptural, and to be of any effect,
must be peculiar too. The lecturer then went on to notice the Her-
culean taaks missionaries to foreign countries had to engage in ere
their ministry could have any effect, when they had first to form an
alphabet from the sounds that struck their ears, and from that
alphabet form a language, and then, in the "mother tongue" of that
people, preach Christ crucified. There was a copy of the Scriptures
n existence, written by the first Presbyterian nissionary to the

savage tribes of America, and the language of which no man now
speaka. The people for which it was written had disappeared before
the brandy and firewater of those who pretended to bring them civili-
sation and Christianity ; and as the solitary boatman plied his oar up
the silent waters of the Ohio, an old parrot was the only living thing
that gave utterance to the language once spoken by the men that the
Bible was written for. He then spoke of the fact that all languages,
though they differ in many minor points, seemed to belong to one
common head, which proved that at the dispersion of the builders of
Babel their language was only confounded, that they did not get
new languages, and that all would speak in one tongue again when
the redeemed would congregate around the throne, and sing with
one voice "glory and honour and power be unto the Lamb for ever
and ever."

2. WOIRDS ABOUT WORDS.
Sir James Mackintosh has well said that, "lIn a language like

ours, where no many words are derived fron other languages, there
are few modes of instruction more useful or more amusing than that
of tracing out the etymology and primary meaning of the words we
use. There are cases in which knowledge of more real value may be
conveyed from the history of a word than from the history of a cam-
paign."

An examination of almost every word enployed in this quotation
would confirm its truti and illustrate its meaning. Take the prin-
cipal one--the word derive. It means primîarily and in its etymolo-

gY, to flow out frcm, as a river from its source ; the last syllable of
derive is indeed idEntical with the word river. When we speak of a
word being derived, therefore, we employ, though often unconscious-

ly, a very poetical figure, and suggest the idea that it branches out
from its simple original meaning into various ramifications, and
passes throgigh many changes in its course ; and when we speak of
tracing the derivations of a word, w mean that we will follow the
course of this river up to its fountain-head.

Let us begin with the torm Pagan. The Latin word pagani
meant villages ; indeed, our word peasant seems to have been formed
from it. But it was among the rural population that Christianity
spread most slowly; so that, at a time when the inhabilants of the
large cities-the centres of mental activity and intelligence-had,
for the most part, received the gospel, the peasauts, or p agamni, still
continued to worship their old deities. Hence this word began to
suggest the idea of idolatry, and, at length, came to express it ex-
clusively, so that idolater and pagan became synonymouts.

The history of this single word is sufficient to disprove the allega-
tion that the spread of Christianity in its early ages was due to the
ignorance and supersition of its converts, since it shows that they

were drawn from those who were the least open to this charge.
The word Pagan is by no means the only naine of reproach derived

froin the rustics. Villain, or villein, as it was forierly spelt, is just
Villa-in, that is, a servant employed on a ville or fari. Churl(from
which comes our name Charles) mneant orginally a strong man, and
then a rural labourer. A boor was a fariner; and a neighbor was
simply a nigh boor. A coward was one whe cowered in the presence
of an enemy ; a caitiff, one who had allowed himself to be taken cap-
tive.

Valor and value are the saine word, and were spelt alike till the
reign of Elizabeth, the valor of a man being regarded as his value.
The saine feeling is contained in the Latin word virtus, virtue. Its
etymological signification is that which is becoming in a vir or man;
this the Romans deened to be military valor and fortitude pre-emin-
ently. A virtuous man, in their esteem, was a brave soldier. Among
their degenerate descendants, virtuoso is a collector of curiosities
and articles of taste!

But our language is not without indications that the people retali-
ated upon their rulers in giving ill names. Our word cheat seems
clearly derived froin the escheats or legal forfeitures of property to
the king or feudal lord, and which were often enforced under falso
pretences.

The word exact has two meanings-as when we say any thing is
exactly correct, and when we speak of an extortionate exaction. It
is derived fron the Latin word ex-actu--forced out. The connec-
tion between these various and seemingly discordant meanings is seen
when we remoiber that the claims of the feudal lords upon their
serfs (or servants) were so exorbitant, if exactly exacted, the exaction
had to be fored out from them.

The suspicion with which all classes regarded learning is olearly
indicated by one of the ternis for magie, gramarye--that is grammar.
A spell, or somthing read was a magical incantation ; a witty or know-
ing person was a wikh.

As a contrast to those expressions which connect rudeness with
rusticity, we may point out such words as urbane, civil, civilise,
polish, polite, as all indicating the life or deportinent characteristic of
a citizen-urbs and civis the Latin, and polis the Greek terms for
a city. From polis we likewise get politics and policeman. Court-
esy and courtship clearly enough originate with the court; and when
a lady would be courteous, she makes a courtesy.

From the court to the king is an easy transition. In our present

use of the terms, to say that kingship implied cunning, would be
invidious ; but a cunning man is originally one who kens, as our
Scotch frieands would say-that is, a knowing man-our Teutonic an-
cestor regarding knowing and doing as so closely connected, that to
ken and to can, or to be able were identical with them. The king,
therefore, was he who knew most and could do most.

Queen, or quean, like the Greek gu'ne, with which it is connected,
originally meant merely woman, then wife ; and hence the queen
came to point out the wife of the king by pre-eminence. Noble is

for notable or known man. Peer means equal to, or on a par with,
and originated in the equality of nobles in the feudal times. A duke
is a dux or leader ; a marquis had charge of the marches, or frontiers
of the kingdom.

A count had the jurisdiction of a county, and gained his title from
being a co'nes, or companion of the king; a viscount was vicecount ;
an earl and an alderman are now very remote from one another, but
both are titles of honor derived froin seniority-they are early or
elder men ; a baron is a barrier, or defender ; a baronet is a little baron ;
a sheriff is a shire-reeve--the reeve being an officer whose duty it
was to levy fines and taxes.-Sargent's &hool Monthly.

3. SIGNIFCATION OF LADIES' NAMES.
Mary, Maria, Marie (French), signify exalted. According to

some, Mary means lady of the sea. Martha, interpreted, is bitter-
ness ; Isabel signifies lovely ; Julia and Juliet, soft-haired ; Gertrude,
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all truth; Eleanor, all fruitful; Ellen-originally the Greek Helen-
signifies alluring, though according to the Greek authors, it means
one who pities. The intepretation of Caroline je regal ; that of
Charlotte, a Queen; Elizabeth and Eliza signify true ; Clarv, bright
or clear eyed; Agnes chaste ; Amanda, amiable, Laura, laurel ;
Edith, joyous; Oliva, peace ; Phobe, light of life ; Grace, favour ;
Sarah, or Sally, a princess ; Sopi wisdom ; Amelia, Amy beloved ;
Matilda, a noble maid ; Pa une, little one ; Margaret a pearl ;
Rebecca, plump ; Hannah, Anne, Ann, and Nancy, al of which
are of the original name interpereted, means grace or kind. Jane
signifies dignity ; Ida, the morning star; Lucy, brightness of aspect ;
Louisa, or Louise, one who protects; Emma, tender; Catherine,
pure; Frances, or Fanny, frank or free ; Lydia, severe ; Minerva,
chaste. -Ladies' Note Book.

4. GENTEEL ERRORS.
The following remarks on the use of adverbe and adjectives, are

taken from a little work, entitled " Conversation," compiled by A. P.
Peabody, D. D. They are worth the careful consideration of all
Teachers who would speak correctly before their pupils, and of all
pupils who would learn to use the " Queen's English " with propriety.

" It is amusing to observe the broad line of demarcation between
vulgar bad grammar, and genteel bad grammar, which characterizes
the violation of almost every rule of syntax. The vulgar speaker
uses adjectives instead of adverbe, and says, " This letter is written
shocking ;" the genteel speaker uses adverbe instead of adjectives,
and says, "This writing looks shockingly." The perpetrators of the
latter offence may fancy they can shield themselves behind the gram-
matical law which compels the employment of an adverb, not an
adjective, to qualify a verb, and behind the first rule of syntax which
says that " a verb must agree with its nominative." But which is
the nominative in the expression alluded to ? Which preforms the
act of looking-the writing or the speaker ? To say that a thing
looks when we look at it, is an idiom peculiar to our languages, and
some idioms are not reducible to rules; they are conventional terms
which pass current, like bank notes, for the coin they represent, but
must net be submitted to the test of grammatical alchemy. It is
improper therefore te say, " The queen looks beautifully ;" " The
flowers smell sweetly ;" " This writing looks shockingly ;" because
it is the speaker that performs the act of looking, smelling, &c., not
the noun looking at; and though by an idiomatical construction ne-
cessary to avoid circumlocution, the sentence imputes the act to the
thing beheld, the qualifying word must express the quality of the
thing spoken of, adjectively, instead of qualifiying the act of the nomi-
native understood adverbially.

What an adjective is to a noun, an adverb is to a verb ; an adjec-
tive expressess the quality of a thing, and an adverb the manner of
an action. Consider what it is you wish to express-the quality
of a thing, or the manner of an action-and use an adjective or adverb
accordingly. But beware that you discriminate justly ; for though
you cannot say, " The queen looked majestically lier robes," be-
cause here the act of looking is preformed by the spectator, who
looks at her, you can and must, say " The queen looked graciously
on the petitioner," " The queen looked mercifully on his prayers,"
because here the act of looking is performed by the queen. You
cannot say, " these flowers smell sweetly," because it is you that
smell, and not the flowers; but you can say, " These flowers per-
fume the air deliciously," because it is they which impart the fra-
grance not you.

You cannot eay, "This dres looks badly," because it is you that
look, not the dress ; but you can say, " This dress fils badly," because
it is the dress that performs the act of fitting either well or ill.

There is another clas of errors arising from the use of the adverbial
form of certain words, instead of the adjective form ; as, he spoke
loudly, more loudly, or most loudly, for loud, louder, or loudest. The
boys reads slowly, more slowly, or most slowly, for slow, slower, or
slowest. Not a few teachers fall into this error, perhaps because they
are more familiar with the general rule that most adverbe end in ly,
than with the practice of good speakers and writers. There are some
peculiar idiome which it would be better to avoid altogether, if possi-
ble ; but if you feel compelled to use them, take them just as they
are-you cannot prune and refine them by the rules of syntax, and to
attempt to do so shows ignorance as well as affectation."-New
Hampshire Journal of Education.

5. THE CHINESE LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETERS.
In a country where the roses have no fragrance, and the women

no petticoats ; where the labourer has no Sabbath, and the mag-
istrate no sense of honor ; where roads bear no vehicles, and the
ships no keels ; where old men fly kites, where the needile points to
the south, and the sigu of being puzzled is to scratch the antipodes
of the head ; where the place of honor is on the left hand, and the

seat of intellect is in the stomach ; where to take off your hat is an
insolent gestre, and to wear white garments je to put yourself 'in
mourning-we ought not to be astonished to find a literature with-
out an alphabet and a language without a gramnimar. If we add
that for countless centuries the Government has been in the hands
of State philosophers, and the vernacular dialects have been aban-
doned to the labouring classes (I am about in the next few words to
call forth the execration of every Sinologue in Europe and Asia,)-
we must not be startled to find that this Chinese Language is the
most intricate, cumbrous, and unwieldy vehicle of thouglt that ever
obtained currency among any people.

There are 18 distinct languages in China, besides the Court dialect;
and although, by a beautiful invention deserving of all imitatiôn,
the written language is so contrived as to denote by the same cha-
racter the sounds of each of the 19 diffement words, all of which it
equally represents--this is of no great use among the multitude who
cannot read. There is not a man among our Chinese scholars who
can speak three of these languages with fluency, and there is not one
who can safely either write or interpret an important State paper
without the assistance of a ''teacher."

These "teachers" are, necessarily, the scum and very re of the
Chinese literary body-the plucked of examinations, and the runa-
gates from justice of tyranny. They are hired at far lower salary than
they would obtain in their own country as secretaries to a high official,
and if they can write a fair hand, or speak a tolerable idiom, or pro-
nounce with a certain purity of accent (although they may be known
to be domestic spies, repeating all they see and hear,) they are re-
spected and almost venerated by the English Sinologue who maintains
them. If one of these learned persons should happen also to be a
son of some small mandarin, lie becomes to his pupil a great au-
thority on Chinese politics, and a Petronius of -Chinese ceremonial.
Papers are indicted and English policy is shaped according te the
response of this oracle. The Sinologue who derives his inspirations
from this scource is again taken as an absolute authority by the poor
helpless General, or Admiral, or Ambassador, who thinks it his
duty te adopt what he is told are Chinese customs and to ape tbp
Chinese ceremonial.

We want interpreters-plenty of themi. We cannot ay too highly
for them ; for we must bid high to have them of g quality, and
at present even our courts of justice are brought to a stand-still for
want of them. We want also Chinese scholars. But we want them
to interpret the policy of English statesmen, not to originate a policy
of Chinese crotchets. They know nothing of the national interests
of England, nothing of our commercial wants, they are trying' all
their lives, laudably and zealously, but rather vainly trying, to learn
the Chinese forme of official writing, and the practice of Chinese
ceremonial.

I refer to this subject because it is all important here, because it
is all unknown te the English minds ; because it has been my am-
bition by means of these letters to direct the public opinion, and to
lead the minds of our rulers to the fact that our principal difficulties
have arisen from adopting the Chinese practice of submitting ques-
tions of state policy to men of mere literary attainments. They are
excellent, moet valuable, most indispensable, in their proper sphere,
but they are necessary men who see atome through miqroscopes, and
lead us into national wars for matters not worth a sheet of fools-
cap.-Times' Correspondent.

IV. EXTRACTS FROM A PAPER ON TEACHING
PHYSIOLOGY IN SCHOOLS.

By Henry W. Adand, M. D., Regius Professor of Medicine,Oxford

You ask whether I think that Physiological instruction ie desirable
in schools ?

I would answer, first, That Government is actually introducing it
into the lower schools, and that Professor Henslow, Mr. Combe, and
others are earnestly pressing it on the public attention; and secondly,
That in the present state of education in the country, every school
may be called on to decide whether to introduce Physiological teaching
or not. I have no doubt but that, to introduce it, is by much the
better alternative, because -

1. A knowledge of some part of the material world is become almost
necessary, either on account of its practical use, or for the sake of its
discipline : it is, therefore a lois and a misfortune for those who have
no means placed within their reach for acquiring such knowledge.
With respect to Physiology in particular, it may be said to be the
highest and richest of the organie sciences.

2. Religious minds of all ages have, according to their opportunities,
delighted in and profited by a etudy of nature. In Physiology are
found some of the most remarkable examplo of Desiga, Contrivance
and Law.

3. Physiological study exercises the powers of observation, of atten-
tion, and of memory, in a remarkable manna, and to a degree whih
persons ignorant of it do not understand.
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4. It affords, in common with other Natural Sciences, one of the
best means for teaching Method and Classification.

5. Probably no kind of literary composition will lead more to pre-
cision of thought and statement, than the early habit of describing
correctly natural objects. This has an obvious bearing on various
competitions for public appointments.

As to the way in which Physiology is to be taught in your school:
1. For the sake of precision in a subject which contains, necessarily,

many doubtful points, introduce, where you can, precise definitions
and numerical calculations. You may find many opportunities in
dimension, micrographicand others,-inweights, in algebraic formulS,
&c.

2. For the study of external characters, encourage the collection of
the Fauna and Flora of the neighbourhood ; including, in the case of
older boys, microscopic species.

For the sake of organs and functions, show dissections where you
can. A rabbit, a rat, a sparrow, a frog, a perch, a snail, a bee, an
earth-worm, and, if you have a microscope, a few infusoria, will enable
you, at any time of the year, to show some of the most important types
of structure in the animal kingdoin.

3. Encourage the boys to put up microscopic objects. The minute
manipulation will give neatness and precise habits. Little apparatus
is required ; and no mess need be made.

4. Write, or have written bysome first-ratehand, preciseosteological
monographs for boys, of the skeletons of the cat, the mole, the pigeon,
the frog, the common Snake, the perch ; and get some school society
to publish such a text-book, and to supply objects instead of plates.
To master them would be a capital exercise of ose attention, of some
thought, and practical powers of comparison.

JOURNAL OF EUCATION,
TORONTO: AUGUST, 1858.
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TIE MODEL GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOR UPPER
CANADA,

AND ITS RECTOR, GEORGE R. R. COCKBURN, ESQ., M.A., Or
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY.

The establishment of this institution is intended to exemplify

the best methods of teaching all the subjects embraced in a

thorough Grammar School Education-making the grammar of

the English language the starting point and basis of teaching

the grammar of other languages-proceeding from the known

to the unknown in the study and teaching of each branch of

knowledge, governing and prompting to exertion through the

understanding and affections, rather than by the strap and

the rod.
The Minutes of the Council of Public Instruction, stating the

objects of this school and the conditions and regulations of
admission to it, have been published in the Journal of Educa-

tion and in some of the newspapers during the last three months.
A more full explanation of the character and objects of the

school will be found in the circular, a copy of which will be

found on the next page, as also the regulations for its government,
which have been submitted by the Rector, and approved by the
Council of Public Instruction. We direct particular attention
to these regulations, and to the concluding remarks of the

Rector in submitting them. We are sure they will commend
themselves to the judgment and feelings of every parent and
scholar, and may be regarded as the best introduction of the

Rector to his new sphere of labor.

But it is only justice to him that we should state some of the
grounds of his selection to this important office, a duty entrust-

ed by the Council of Public Instruction to the Chief Superin-
tendent of Education, and which was one of the objects of his
visit to England last year. Among a large number of candi-
dates recommended to him, and with whom he conversed, he
selected Mr. Cockburn, who had been first recommended to hini

by Dr. L. Schmitz, Rector of the Edinburgh High School, and

whose views on methods of teaching and principles of school

government accorded entirely with his own.

Of the many testimonials given in favor of Mr. Cockburn,
we present extracts from a few:

FRom LEONHARD SCHMITZ, EsQ., Phil. D., LL.D., S.R.S.E.,

Rector of the High School of Edinburgh, Editor of the Classical Museurn,
Niebuhr's Lectures, Schnitz and Aumpt's Series of Latin Classics;
Author of landbooks of Ancient History, etc., etc., etc.

High School of Edinburgh, &ptember 29, 1857.

Ever since Mr. Cockburn completed his curriculum at the High
School and University of Edinburgh, in both of which institutions
he gained the highest distinctions for scholarship, he has been most
actively and successfully engaged as a Classical and English Teacher,
first in Merchiston Castle Academy, and afterwards for several
years in Montgrcenan House Academy ; and I know that in both
these institutions he has been the means of raising learning and
scholarship to a point which had been quite unknown before. During
the whole of last year, he has been engaged as travelling tutor to a
young gentleman from Canada, in which capacity he has visited
nearly all the countries of Europe, and made himself thoroughly
conversant with the languages of Germany, France, and Italy-
languages which he had well studied before he entered upon his
travels.

Mr. Cockburn is not an ordinary scholar, but a thorough philo-
loger-possessing a good insight into the structure, the relations,
and affinities subsisting between the ancient and modern languages
of Europe. He thoroughly underatands the art of commumcating
to young people information in a clear and lucid manner, and of
inciting their minds to independent activity. He unites, in short,
in an eminent degree, ail the qualities-extensive knowledge, expe-
rience and skill-that ought to recommend a man who proposes to
devote himself to the higher departments of education.

L. SCHMITZ, Phil. D., LLD., F.R.S.E.,
Rector of the High School Edinburgh.

FRom EDWARD KIRKPATRICK, ESQ., M.A., OxoN.,

Latin Interin Professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh ; A nthor
of the Historically Received Conception of the University, with Special
Reference to Oxford, etc.

I have no ordinary pleasure in adding my testimony, with refer-
ence to Mr. Cockburn's attainments, to the assurance which he will
receive from those whose expressions of opinion may of itself be
regarded as conclusive. My acquaintance with Mr. Cockburn com-
menced in 1852, during the period of my connection with the Greek
Class of the University of Edinburgh. I had thon frequent occasion
to observe the intelligence, zeal, and eminent success with which ho
devoted himself to the branch of classical study which it was my
province to conduct. His assiduity and interest in this subject were
so marked, that I had soon no hesitation in regarding him as one
of the most promising students of the clasas; and the opinion then
formed of his application and capacity was abundantly borne out by
the papers sont in by him in the examination at the close of the
University session.

EDWARD KIRKPATRICK, M.A.,
Oxon.

Edinburgh, Oct. 6, 1857.

FROM TRE LATE JOHN WILSON, EsQ.,

Professor of Moral Philosnphy in the Univcrsity of Edinburgh, Author
of Noctes Ambrosianoe, Recreations of Christupher North, etc., etc.

Edinburgh College, April 8, 1851.

Mr. Cockburn was an excellent student, and I have a high opinion
of his abilities.

JOHN WILSON.
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FRom ARCHIBALD MORRISON, Esq., M.A.,
Principal of Glasgow Collegiate School.

Glasgow Collegiate School, October 3, 1857.

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the high character,
distinguished talents, and extensive acquirements of Mr. George R.
R. Cockburn. Mr. Cockburn was facile princeps in the highest
classical department at the University. He writes and speaks the
French and German languages with fluency, and he is also familiar
with Italian. He was a most able and successful English and Classi-
cal Master at Merchiston Castle, and subsequently occupied the
position of Head Classical and English Master at Montgreenan, and
I know that bis eminent talents as an instructor of youth were fully
appreciated by the Principals of these schools.

Comparative philology is Mr. Cockburn's favorite study, and he
possesses, in a remarkable degree, the kind and the measvre of
learning requisite for the cultivation of this important and difficult
science. He has all along stood deservedly high in the estimation of
leading educators in Edinburgh-among whom is the distinguished
Rector of the High School.

ARCHIBALD MORRISON, M.A.,
ead Master.

FRom Da. A. W. ZUMPT,
Regius Professor in Berlin, Author of a Latin Grammar, and of several

mnost learned Voi ks, and appointed by the Royal Academy in Berlin
to edit the Corpus lascriptionum Latinarum.

I had twice the pleasure of making the acquaintance of Mr.
George R. R. Cockburn-first at Berlin, whither he had travelled
to prosecute his studies, and afterwards at Dresden, where we studied
Art together.

I have found in him a gentleman deeply versed in our language
and literature, and well skilled in all the branches of classical learn-
ing. His conversation showed a deep interest in all that concerned
the art of instruction, as well as a desire of further experience in it.
I consider him peculiarly qnalified as a teacher of the English
language and literature, since he possesses an accurate knowledge of
the sources of both the Latin and German languages, out of which
the English has sprung, and is thus able to trace the various
phenomena of that language to their origin.

His excellent general education, and his accurate acquaintance
with the literature of Europe, qualify him for literary criticism.

A. W. ZUMPT,
Regius Professor in Berlin.

FRox JOHN KERR, Esq., M.A.,
Trinity College, Cambridge.

Trinity College, Cambridge, Sept. 29, 1857.

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the merits of Mr.
George Cockburn, whose intimate acquaintance I have now enjoyed
for upwards of five years. From what I know of his excellent quali-
fications as a scholar and teacher, I feel assured that his appoint-
ment to the vacancy in Toronto, for which he i now a candidate,
would be a most satisfactory one to the directors of that Institution.
His success at the High School and University of Edinburgh is a
sufficient guarantee for that accurate acquaintance with the ancient
languages, without which a sound knowledge of our own is
scarcely possible ; while this object has been still further secured by
his study of modern languages in France, Germany, and Italy.

JOHN KERR, M.A.,
Trinity College, Cambridge.

We may add, that Mr. Cockburn was strongly recommended
to Dr. Ryerson by Dr. George A. Wilson, Professor of Chemis-

try and Technology in the University of Edinburgh, and

brother to Dr. Daniel Wilson, Professor of English History and

Literature in the Toronto University College. Dr. Schmitz,
Rector of the Edinburgh iligh School, informed Dr. Ryerson,

that during a short recent illness he had selected and engaged
Mr. Cockburn to teach his own classes in the High School,

which Mr. C. had done with great success to the entire satisfac-

tion of all parties; and to a special note of inquiry as to Mr.

Cockburn's Latin scholarship, Dr. Schmitz addressed to Dr.

Ryerson the following reply:
EDInBURGE, Nov. 6, 1857.

DzAn Si,-I take the liberty of stating to you, that ail the
points stated in Mr. Cockburn's testimonials in reference to hi

scholarship, apply in the same, if not in a higher degree, to Latin
as to Greek. I regard Mr. Cockburn as one of the best Latin
scholars that Scotland has produced.

Rev. Dr. RYERsoN.

I am, dear Sir,
Yours truly,

L. SCHMITZ.

Under Mr. Cockburn's immediate charge, we doubt not

the Model Grammar School for Upper Canada will prove a

great benefit to the country, especially as a model for the other

Grammar Schools. Mr. Cockburn will have such assistance in

classical teaching as the progress of the School and the number

of classes may require, but all under his own oversight and

according to bis own methods.

JOHN H. SANGSTER, Esq., formerly of the Normal School,

and late Principal of the Central School at Hamilton, is the

Mathematical Master-one of the ablest and most accomplished

teachers in Canada.

French will be taught by a gentleman from France; and
writing, book-keeping, vocal music, drawing, &c., will be taught

by skilful masters who have been engaged to teach these sub-

jects in the Normal School.

The Model Grammar School, with the School of Art and
Drawing, completes the schools required to give full effect to
the system of public instruction in Upper Canada.

COURSE OF INSTRUCTION IN THE MODEL
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This school will be opened for the admission of pupils on the
9th of Au-ust.

The Model Grammar School, established by the Council of
Public Instruction for Upper Canada, is mainly intended to ex-
emplify the best methods of teaching the branches required by
law to be taught in the Grammar Schools, especially Classics and
Mathematics, as a model for the Grammar Schools of the
country.

The regular curriculum of five years embraces an extended
course of instruction in Latin, Greek, Mathematics, French,
German, English Grammar, Literature and Composition, History

and Geography, both ancient and modern, Logic, Rhetoric, and
Mental Science, Natural History and Physical Science, Evidences
of Revealed Religion, the usual Commercial Branches, Drawing,
Music, Gymnastic and Drill Exercises; the more advanced
Students will also attend Lectures in the various departments
of Literature, Science and Art.

Only one bundred pupils will be admitted.
Accordingly, the numbers in each class will be strictly limited,

in order that a due regard may be paid to the peculiar temper
and disposition of each pupil, and that the utmost efficiency
may be secured in the cultivation of the intellectual faculties,
and the inculcation not only of the principles but of the prac-
tice of a high-toned morality.

Every Pupil must follow the prescribed course of instruction,
and pass the entrance examination in Reading, Spelling, Writing,
the simple and compound rules of Arithmetic, the elements of
English Grammar and outlines of Geography.

There are four Scholastic Terms-the same as those appointed
for the County Grammar Schools-and the fee for admission is
Five Dollars per Term, payable in advance.

The School contains large and well ventilated Class-rooms,
with ante-rooms, a Library, and a Hall for assembling the whole
achool. The most recent improvemente in school architecture
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and school furniture have been adopted. A large play-ground
is attached, with covered sheds for exercise in wet weather.

The course of instruction is so arranged as to prepare and
strengthen the mind for the more severe study of each succeed-
ing year.

By the peculiar system of discipline adopted, the conduct and
application of the Pupils will be regulated by motives similar to
those by which our conduct in after life is influenced, and the
various honours will be made to depend as much on good con-
duct as sound scholarship.

The pupils will board in private houses sanctioned by the
Council, at prices agreed upon by the parents of the pupils and
the keepers of the houses. A pupil will be allowed to board in
any private family at the request of his parents.

All applications for admission to be transmitted in writing to
the Chief Superintendent of Education for Upper Canada.

EDUCATION OFFICE,

Toronto, July, 1858.

RULES FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND DISCIPLINE
OF THE MODEL GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Approved by the Council of Publie Instruction, 6th August, 1858.
The government and discipline of the Model Grammar School

for Upper Canada are lodged in the hands of the Council of Pub-
lie Instruction, which, while it reserves to itself the right of
finally dismissing or expelling any pupil, has entrusted the ordi-
nary routine of discipline to the Rector, subject, however, to the
following rules :

Discipline.

1. Breaches of discipline shall be divided into ordinary and
extraordinary.

2. Ordinary offences are those which do not imply on the
part of the pupil a direct purpose to create disorder, aud these
shall be made known officially to the pupils as the exigencies of
the school may require.

3. Extraordinary offences are those which imply, on the part
of the pupil, any kind of intentional disorder, or are otherwise
specially aggravated.

4. A demerit mark of one shall be the penalty attached to
each of these ordinary offences on their first occurrence; but
should the offence be committed after the pupil has been
specially warned by the Master, a record shall be made to that
effect, and a demerit mark of two be inflicted, and an addi-
tional demerit mark for every additional warning. In no case,
however, shall the demerit mark be increased by repetition, or
otherwise, beyond five.

5. The demerit for lateness and absence, unless excused by
the Rector, shall be marked as follows : five minutes late, 1 ; ten
minutes, 2; fifteen minutes, 3; absent the whole hour, 5. Tru-
ant-playing shall be dealt with as an extraordinary offence.

6. No pupil shall be allowed to depart before the hour ap-
pointed for closing school, except in case of sickness or some
pressing emergency, and then the Rector's consent must first be
obtained.

7. Any pupil having presented a note or other writing falsely
purporting to be signed by his parent, guardian, or by other re-
sponsible person, shall be deemed guilty of a very grave offence,
and shall be dealt with accordingly.

8. Each Master before leaving school shal daily record in the
" Register of Conduct," the marks for misconduet made by him

during the day, and these shall be transferred by the Rector to
the " Demerit Book."

9. In the case of aggravated offences, the Master shall either
record the offence in the "Register of Conduct," or send the
offender at once to the Rector, who shall deal with him accord-
ing to his discretion.

10. When a pupil's demerit marks during any three successive
months of the same session, amount to 60, it shall be the duty
of the Rector to suspend him until the next stated meeting of the
Masters, and to notify his parent or guardian accordingly. If
then, the pupil and his parent or guardian appear, and lead the
Rector and Masters to believe that in future there will be a
decided reform, they may re-admit him on trial, or, with the
approbation of the Chief Superintendent of Education, con-
tinue his suspension from week to week until the next meeting
of the Council of Public Instruction.

11. Should the demerit marks of a pupil thus re-admitted on
trial again amount to 60 within the next three months, he shall
be suspended by the Rector for one month, after which time,
the Rector and Masters may, with the approbation of the Chief
Superintendent, re-admit him a second time on trial, or continue
his suspension as before stated.

12. Should a pupil on his second or any subsequent trial,
again, within three months, accumulate demerit marks to the
amount of 60, the Rector shall suspend him indefinitely, and
report the case to the Council of Public Instruction.

13. Every case of continued suspension sball be reported to
the Council of Publie Instruction at their next meeting.

14. Every pupil shall be deemed disqualified to compete for
the special honours at the examinations, if his general conduct
has not been satisfactory.

15. For any one act of gross misconduct, or a violent or wil-
ful opposition to his authority, or that of any master, the Rector
may suspend a pupil, forthwith informing the parent or guardian
of the fact, and the reason of it, and communicating the same
to the Council of Public Instruction; but no pupil shall be
expelled without the authority of the Council.

16. All suspensions shall be recorded in the minutes.

17. The Rector and Masters may at any time, and during
any stage in the process of discipline, recommend the expulsion
of a pupil to the Council of Public Instruction.

18. When any class or any pupil has behaved throughout

the week with marked propriety, the Rector and Masters may
cancel a certain number of the demerit marks of that class or
pupil, it being understood that this cancelling does not affect
future demerit marks, or those given for extraordinary breaches
of discipline.

19. No pupil shall be advanced with his class at the end of
the term, who in the examinations upon the studies of the class

shall fail to obtain 40 per cent. of the marks for the lst and 2nd
classes, 45 for the 3rd, and 50 for the 4th class ; and no pupil
on completing the course shall obtain a Certificate of Distinction
whose average is less than 75; nor a Certificate of Merit with
an average less than 60, In both cases the conduet must have

been excellent in every department.

20. A pupil may be promoted by the Rector to a higher
class at any time on the recommendation of his masters, if his
age and general attainments appea- to render it expedient.

21. The Rector alone shall inflict corporal punishment, and
only when such shall seem to him absolutely necessary.
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22. The stated meeting of the Rector and Masters shall be

held every Friday, at 4 30, P.M.
The manner in which the ordinary class honors are determin-

ed is as follows :
Each Master keeps a "Daily Register" of the marks and of the

conduct of each pupil. At the end of the month the various

class marks are added together, and the average of the pupil's

marks in each subject of study is found by dividing his sum by
the number of recitations. All his averages are then added

together, and to the sum is added, proportionally, his demerit

marks, and the combined result being divided by the number of

his averages, gives his monthly average. A similar result is

obtained for each month of the session. The averages of the

various months are then combined, and give the "Average of

Monthly Results." At the end of each quarter, the pupil is sub-

jected to a rigorous written and oral examination on his studies
-it being so arranged that the classical and modern languages

alternate with the mathematical and scientific department. The

marks thus obtained give the " Examination Average," which is

added to the "Average of Monthly Results," and the combina-
tion of these two constitutes the "SEssION AVERAGE" which

determines the order of merit for the class honours.

In submitting this plan of discipline the Rector adds the

following remarks:-
To render the foregoing rules really efficient, I purpose adopt-

ing the following routine :
A monthly report shall be sent to each parent or guardian,

by which he shall be regularly advised of his son's or ward's

conduct and standing in the varions branches of study. These

the parent, after signing, shall cause to be delivered to me.-But

as these are sometimes signed as a mere fori, and a pupil is

thus allowed gradually to accumulate, often through mere

thoughtlessness, a pretty large account of demerit marks, and

thus become exposed to severe penalties, I shall, whenever

the demerit marks amount to 25, call the immediate atten-

tion of the parent to the danger. By explaining to him the

nature of the demerit marks, I shall secure his coöperation

in resisting the beginnings of evil-one of the great objects

of a sound education. Moreover, I shall furnish him with a daily

report of his son's conduct, so that he may, by constant and

steady pressure, bring about the desired change, which no

sudden or violent effort could have effected. The parent also

of every pupil admitted on trial after suspension shall be

furnished with a similar daily report.

By adopting the plan here sketched, every pupil will be made

to feel that the honors of the school must be obtained by good

conduct as well as by superior abilities, as every demerit mark

will materially affect the average of scholarship which deter-

mines his standing in the class. The pupils will thus be more

than educated; they will be trained. No violent measures, but

a moderate pressure steadily applied and everywhere felt, will be

the guiding principle of the system, and the habits, thus gradu-

ally and almost unconsciously formed, of punctuality and exact-

ness in the discharge of every duty will be the best guarantee
for the future.

It would be no difficult matter, by a system of terror and

repression, to secure perfect outward obedience and order, or
rather unnatural stillness in every class, but as those motives

exist only at school, and are wholly different from those by which

our conduet in after life is to be influenced, I consider the method

proposed as most important, viewed educationally. For under

the common system of terror the intellect cannot be fully de-
veloped, the conscience will not be educated, no habit of self-
control will be cultivated, the harmonious development of our
powers cannot be effected, and a very erroneous estimate of the
real accountabilities of life will be formed, or rather, the pupil
will have little or no idea of future accountability.

According to the foregoing plan of discipline, a punishment
invariably follows immediately upon the offeuce, while at the same
time the pupil is trained to the habit of calculating the more
serious and lasting consequences, by looking forward to the end
of the month, the end of the quarter, the end of the term, the
end of the year, and the end of his course, before entering the
university or the more immediate duties of life. At each of those
points, he feels to his cost the consequences of every neglected
lesson or mis-spent hour, and I cannot help thinking that the
youth who has thus grown up in the habit of regarding a future
accountability, and of governing his conduct accordingly, enters
upon the arena of life fairly armed against most of the tempta-
tions of life, to which a youth, accustomed to the special stimu-
lants and terrors known only at school, would fall an easy prey.

GEORGE R. R. COCKBURN,
Rector.

Model Grammar School for Upper Canada,
August 6th, 1858.

BREVIARIUM GENERUM.*
OR, A SYNOPSIS OF THE GENDERS oF LATIN NOUNS. BY THE REVEREND

ARTHUR WIcKsoN, M.A., CLAssICAL TUTOR, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE,
TORONTO.

MASCULINE.
I. Names of Men, of Dignities, and Offices suitable to Men,

of Angels, Ileathen Gods, Rivers(I> and Winds.
Except.

(1) Fem. Albiila, Allia, Lethe, Matrôna, Styx. Neut. Jader;
also Rhenum, Metaurum, &c., accompanied by flumen.

Il. Nouns of the 2nd declension, endirg in r and s.
Except.

Fem. Alvus, colus, humus, vannus; and many Greek nouns, as
abyssus, antid6tus, arctus, byssus, carbàsus, dialec-
tus, diphthongus, cremus, ex6dus, methôdus, sap-
phirus, synödus. Masc. and Fem. Atünus, grossus,
pampfnus, phasëlus, crystal lus, papyrus. Neut. Pelâ-
gu, virus. Mas, or Neut. Vulgus.

III. Nouns of the 3rd Declension, ending in
as, Gen. antis; er,mI);
es, Gen. etis,(2) or itis,3); is Gen. ris;
eris, inis; or itis; o,(4)
(not preceded by i); or;(5) os,(6>

Except.
(1) Neut. Cadàver, cicer, iter, itiner, laser, piper, spinther, tuber,

uber, ver, verber, zinglber. Mas. and Neut. Papäver.
Mas. and Fem. Linter.

(2) Fem. Irquies, quies, requies.
(3) Fem. Merges, seges, teges.
(4) Fem. Caro, echo. Doubtful, Halo.
(5) Fem. Arbor. Neut. Ador, oquor, cor, marmor.
(6) Os, Gen. ossis; os Gen. oris.

IV. Nouns of the 4th Declension.
Except.

Fem. Acus, domus, idus, porticus, tribus.
Mas. and Fem. Penus. Mas. Fem. Neut. Specus.

V. The noun as with its parts and multiples as bes, centusuis.
FEMININE.

I. Names of Women, of Dignities, and Offices suitable to
Women, of Ileathen Goddesses, Cities,) Islands, Coun-
tries,(®) Trees,'

On the pian of " Gencra Nominum," by George Futvoye, Esq., Orowu Land
Department, Toronto.
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Except.
(1) Mas. Agragas, Croto, Hippo, Narbo, Sulmo; Philippi and

all plurals ending in i. Neut. PrSneste, Teate,
Tibur; Tuder; Argos. Nouns, singular, ending in
urn, as Saguntum, and plural in a, as Ecbatàna.

(2) Neut. Ail ending in um, as Latium, &c.
(3) Mas. Ebülus, Ihamnus, Spinus, Styrax ; and all ending in

ster, as Oleaster. Neut. Acer, robur, siler, suber,
thus.

II. Nouns of the 1st Declension.
Except.

Mas. Hadria (the gulf) and Greek nouns ending in as and es.
Doubtful, Pascha.

III. Nouns of the 3rd Declension, ending in
as, Gen. atis; (1) bs,4(2 do, go,C8 )>
es Gen. is ; M> is Gen. is; (15)
ps, rs ; (8) s Geri. dis,(9>

us Gen. ùris, polysyl ; x.Q>)
1 utis Except.

io ; (')
ns,C')

(1) Neut. A&rtocreas, Erysipélas.
(2> Mas. Chalybs.
(3) Mas. Caido, cudo, harpå.o, ligo, ordo, udo.
Mas. and Fem. Margo.
(4) Mas. Curculio, gobio, papilio, pugio, scipin, scorpio, senio,

septentrio, ternio, unio, titio, verperliho.
(5) Mas. Acinâces.
(6) Mas. Axis, callis, cassis, caulis, cenchris, collis, crinis, cucú-

mis, ensis, fascis, foilis, fustis, ignis, mensis, mugilis,
orbis, panis, piscis, postis, sentis, torris, vectis, vermis,
unguis. Mae. and Fem. Amnis, anguis, canhlis,
cinis, corbis, elunis, finis, funis, pulvis, torquis.

(7) Mas. Dodrans, and the other divisions of the noun as, which
end in ans; bidens, tridens, dens, nefrens, occidens,
oriens, torrens, fous, mons, pons. Mas. and Fem.
Rtudens.

(8) Mas. Gryps, hydrops, seps. Mas. and Fem. Adeps.
(9) Mas. Lapis, præs, vas, taipus, polypos.

(10) Mas. Apex, catix, carex, caudex, cimex, coccux, codex, cortex,
culex, Eryx, fornix, frutex, grex, hallux, index, murex,
oryx, pulex, rdxnex, sorex, thorax, vertex or vortex
duux and other divi:ions of the as ending in unx.
Maq. and Fem. Calx, cimex, cortex, calex, imbrex,
latex, lynx, obex, onyx, perdix, pumex, rumex, sar-
dônyx, silex, varix.

IV. Nouns of the 5th Declension.

Except.
Dies.-MaS. and Fem. in the singular. Mas. in the plural. Its

compounds are masculine.
NEUTER.

I. Aptots or nouns undeclined; also, es and vas, gen. vasis.
II. Nouns of the 2nd Declension, ending in um and on.
III. Nouns of the 3rd Declension, ending in a, c, e, <l, on, t,

tm>ar, ('ur, us, gen, oris, uris, eris.(O>
Except.

(1) Mas. Mugil, Sol-Sal (sometimes nent.)
(2) Mas. Agon, canon, Cithærorn, dæmon,

Belicon, horizon, hymen, lychen,1
ren, splen.

Fern Icon, sindon, siren.
(3) Mas. Lar.
(4) Mas. Astur, fur, furfur, turtur, vultur.
(5) Mas. Mus.
(6) Fem. Venus. COMMON.

delphin, gnomon,
lien, pæan, pecten,

Or, Nouns, the gender of which varies according to their significa-
tion. Such as: Auctor-Author or authoress. Sacer-
dos-Priest or priestess. Parens-Father or mother.

EPIC(ENE.
This term is applied to such nouns as have but one form to

denote male and female, and whose gender is determined by the
general rules. Thus: Mus, Apus, passer, corvus, &c., are always
masculine; grus, sus, aquibit, vulpes, &c., feminne.

HETEROGENEOUS.

Or, Noiins which assume in the plural a different gender.
Singular. Plural.
Jocus, Ma&. Joci, mas., and joca, neut.
Locus, m. Loci, m., and loca n.

Singular.
Tartârus, m.
Carbâsus, f.
Margarita, f
Coelum, n.
Delicium, n.
Epülun, n.
Balneum, n.
Rastrum, n.
Frenurm, n.
Siser, n.

Plural.
Tartara, n.
Carbasi, m., and carbasa, n.
Margarito, f, and Margarita, n.
Coeli, m.
Delicie, f
Epulæ, f.
Bainea, n., and balneoe, f
Röstri, m., and Rastra, n.
Freni, m., and Frena, n.
Sisres, doubiful.

VI. Piugrapl)ical itis
1. THE LATE HON. JOHN STEWART.

A brief announcement of the demise of this venerable gentleman
(for the last 64 years a resident of Quebec,) recently appeared, under
the obituary head in this journal. A more extended notice, however,
seems due to one who, during his long and useful life, filled many
important offices in the government of the country, (under several
consecutive Governors,) as well as in the commercial institutions of
the city. Under the administration of Sir G. Prevost, lie was ap-
pointed Deputy Paymaster General of the incorporated militia, the
duties of which office le continued to discharge until the forces were
disbanded. Upon the accession of Lord Dalhousie to the Govern-
ment of the Province, le was called to a seat in the Legislative and
Executive Councils, and was appointed sole Commissioner of the
Jesuit Estates, having been for many years previously a member of
the board of Manageinennt. For a long period he was President of
the Executive Council, a position which he held during the rebellion
of 1836, when the peculiar state of the country imposed upon him
duties of the most onerous and responsible nature. As a member of
the commercial community, his life was no less active and useful.
He was president of the Board of Trade, President of the Bank of
Montreal, and Master of the Trinity House. In every station of
life, public or private, his conduct was marked by the strictest
honor and integrity, and commanded the respect and esteem of
all who became acquainted with his character. As a sincere and
devoted member of the Church of England, and a generous contri-
butor to all its religious and charitable institutions, he was well
known to thuecongregation of the Cathedral, where he continued to
attend divine service until his increasing infirmities rendered it no
longer possible. During the last few years of his life, he attended
St. Michael's Chapel, which was contiguous to his late residence.
The exemplary and humble-minded Christian gentleman was follow-
ed to the grave on Wednesday last, the 9th instant, by his three sons-
in-law-the Rev. H. J. Grasett, B.D., Rector of Toronto; the Rev.
J. G. Geddes, M. A., Rector of Hamilton ; and Henry LeMesurier,
Esq., Jr., and a large number of the oldest and most respectable
inhabitants of Quebec, who seemed desirous of testifiying their pro-
found respect for venerable age and departed worth. The Burial
service was read in the Cathedral, by the Right Reverend the Lord
Bishop of Quebec, and the remains were consigned to the grave by
his Lordship's son and Chaplain, the Rev. Armine Mountain, M.A.,
Minister of St. Michael's Chapel.-

" The chamber where the good man met his fate
Is privileged beyond the conmon walks of life,-
Quite in the verge of heaven."

-Morning Chronicle, June 12.

2. THE EXAMPLE OF THOMAS ARNOLD.
Men are more readily taught by example than by precept. The

dead are sometimes more powerful than the living, nor is it strictly
true that the only evil which men do, lives after them. Astronomers
tell us that if one of the fixed stars should be blotted from the firma-
ment, years must roll on ere its last ray would reach our Earth. It
is so when the good die. Long after dust has claimed its native dust,
nations are swayed by their influence, and the light of their example
becomes the beacon guide of kindred minds, through succeeding gen-
erations. Among those who, being dead, yet live, and from whose
labors the world is now reaping a plentiful harvest, the name of
Thomas Arnold stands pre-eminent, especially in whatever concerns
the interest of education. It is not our present purpose to attempt
his biography, nor to comment upon his writings, but view his life
as furnishing an example, which the humblest teacher in the land may
fittingly strive to imitate. It isacharacteristic of a greatmindtoknow
how to condescend to things of low estate, and in a good teacher it is
indispensable to know how to so unite dignity with kindness, that
pupils, while they preserve all due respect, may also be drawn into
perfect freedom of expression.

In the relations existing between Arnold and his scholars, this free-
dom was peculiarly marked. There was, on his part, no haughty
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reserve, so chilling to the heart of a generous boy. There was no
fictitious dignity inspired by the name of teacher ; neither did he
single himself out from among his pupils, as a being worthy of their
regard, but too exalted for their love. He mingled in their sports,
and of its effect upon himself, let him be his own witness. " I should
say have your pupils a good deal with you, and be as familiar with
them as possible. I did this continually, more and more, before I
left Laleham, going to bathe with them, leaping, and performing all
other gymnastic exercises within my capacity, and sometimes sailing
or rowing with them. They, I believe, always liked it, and I enjoyed
it like a boy and found myself constantly the better for it."

What was the feeling of his pupils towardhim ? They possessed
for him the deepest reverence, inspired by his innate goodness of
heart, as well as by his superior knowledge. They were attached
by the love of right, the supreme regard for truth, the unfeigned hu-
mility, which were such conspicuous traits in his character, and, while
in a degree they were influenced to cultivate the saine traits, they also
looked for his approval, a thing most worthy to be sought for next
to that of God and the conscience. The master was supreme, yet
they were not slaves. They feared him, but a deeper feeling than
fear pervaded the mass, and led them captives at his will.

There was a recognition of the mutual dependence, which, in a
healthfully regulated school, must exist between teacher and pupils,
whereby they perceived that his approval was a thing essential to their
happiness, and that they, in turn, by their good or bad actions, ser-
iously affected his comfort. Again, his control over them was never
impaired by his life. " His interest and sympathy with boys, " says
one, " far exceeded any outward manifestations of it. " The boys
knew this, felt it, believed it with the whole soul, and this belief was
strengthened " by the genial influence of his whole character, dis-
played consistently, whenever lie appeared before them. "

Besides the relations lie sustained to his pupils, those which lie
sustained to bis profession and to the world about him, are instruc-
tive. Ris was not a life full of selfishness and sloth, cold and isolated,
but one characterized in every department of increasing activity.
Neither was this the jealous activity of one seeking his own preferment
merely making teaching, and the seeming love of it, the means by
which lie might accomplish certain ends. He was known as lecturer,
as a writer, and as an ardent friend of whatever had a tendency to
elevate his profession, or to promote the diffusion of knowledge among
the people. It was his aim to awaken, and draw out thought, and
to induce discussion. Upon a certain subject he says, '"feeling
sincerely that my own information is limited, I should be very glad
to be the means of inducing others to write upon it, who may be far
better acquanted with its details than I am. " Again he writes, " I
cannot tell of myself how to mend the existing evil, but I wish to
call attention to its magnitude."

In this respect the example of Arnold is particularly worthy of
note by American educators. There is much of ignorance and pre-
judice to be overcome in the minds of teachers, many old dogmas to
be exploded-many new theories to be examined. When Themisto-
cles would build again the walla of Athens, lie spared neither the
temples of the gods, nor the tombs of his ancestors. Nothing was
too sacred, nothing too profane. He invaded all places, both public
and private, and enlisted the services of bondamen and freemen, that
he might speedily accomplish his end. We live in an age of seeming
progress, and if we would keep pace with the demands of the times,
we ought not only to avail ourselves of all present resources, but to
increase them by every means in our power, remembering that " every
man is a debtor to his profession, from which, as men do, of course,
seek to receive countenance and profit, so ought they, of duty, to
endeavour themselves, by way of amends, to be both a help and an
ornament thereto. " There is no great merit in reading, yet never
writing; in thinking, yet never talking; in accumulating knowledge,
if we hoard it, as the miser do his gold, or hide it, as the slothful servant
hid his talent in the earth.

But there is one view in which the life of Arnold rises into still
higher significance. He was a christian teacher. " Above all, " he
writes, "let me mind my own personal work,-to keep myself pure,
and zealous, and believing,-laboring to do God's work, yet not anx-
ious that it should be done by me, rather than by others, if God dis-
approves of my doing it." " What we must look for here, first, " he
says, " is moral and religious principle. " Ought it not be so in every
school ?

What would Arnold have said, had he taught in some of our
American cities, and been told that, not only must the voice of prayer
be silenced, but that even the word of God could not be tolerated in
the school-room? Al over our land are men to be found, and their
number is not few, who advocate the total prohibition of every kind
of religious influence in our common achools. They may err through
ignorance, but their error is none the less great and alarming, and
ought to meet the firm, unyielding remonstrance of every Christian
teacher in the land.

From the religious life of Arnold, there is space to inculcate only

the lesson that a teacher's religion should not be merely the founda-
tion of his life, covered from sight by worldly cares, but his life itself.
Permeating and penetrating every thought, speaking in every action,
giving life and meaning to every expression, it is as necessary to his
success as the warmth of the sun to the germination of spring.-Con-
nedicut Common School Journal.

VIL ßlsallantons.
1. THE LAST GOOD NIGHT.

Close her eyelids, press them gently
O'er the dead and faded eyes,

For the soul that made thein lovely
Hath returned unto the skies ;

Wipe the death-drops from her forehead,
Sever one dear golden tress,

Fold her icy hands all meekly,
Smoothe the little snowy dress:

Scatter flowers o'er lier pillow-
Gentle flowers, so pure and white-

Lay the bud upon her bosom,
There--now softly say, Good itight.

Though our tears flow fast and faster,
Yet we would not call her back;

We are glad her feet no longer
Tread life's rough and thorny track;

We are glad our heavenly father
Took her while her heart was true,

We are glad he did not leave lier
Al lite's trials to endure:

We are glad-and yet the tear-drop
Falleth ; for, alas! we know

That our fire-side will be lonely,
We shall miss our darling so.

While the twilight shadows gather,
We shall wait in vain to feed

Little arms all white and dimpled,
Round our necks so softly steal;

Our wet cheeks will miss the pressure
Of swoet lips so warm and red.

And our bosom sadly, sadly,
Miss that darling little head,

Which was wont to rest there sweetly;
And those golden eyes so bright,

We shall miss their loving glance,
We shall miss their soft Good Night.

When the morrow's sun is shining,
They will take this cherished form,

They will bear it to the churchyard,
And consign it to the worm ;

Well-what matter ? It is only
The clay-dress our darling wore:

God hath robed her as an angel,
She hath need for this no more;

Fold her hands, and o'er lier pillow
Scatter flowers all pure and white,

Kiss that marble brow, and whisper,
Once again, a last Guod Night.

2. QUEEN VICTORIA AND THE SABBATH SCHOOL
CHILDREN.

On the occasion of the recent visit of Queen Victoria to Birming-
ham, the public grounds at Aston were opened by lier. One of the
interesting features of the day's proceedings was the following :--On
leaving Gosta-Green, and entering the Aston Road, a very touching
spectacle attracted Her Majesty's notice. Some 40,000 little children
of both sexes, belonging to the schools of all denominations of Chris-
tians, and also to those of the Jews, lined the road for some distance
on both sides, and aa Her Majesty passed, they sang in a low, gentle
manner:

Now pray we for our country,
That England long inay be

The holy and the happy,
And the gloriouly free.

3. AN INCIDENT.

A day of great activity had been spent by my acholars and myself
in our rural school-room. Four o'clock was near when the last study
had received our attention, and all were assembled for the closing
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exercise. It was mycustom almost daily, to appropriate a few moments
to the presentation of some moral or religious truth. On the evening
of this day I endeavoured to bring before their minds the great impor-
tance of truth in all their words and actions. An anecdote was related,
for I wished to make it an interesting, and profitable season to ail,
even to the " lambs of the flock. "

A few moments were thus spent, and who will say they were unpro-
fitable ? A few moments more, and they were dismissed ; and as I
watched them depart for their respective homes with merry, happy
voices, surely, thouglit I, here is something worth laboring for,-a
rich harvest to be gathered to the great store-house. But my scholars
had all gone, and I retraced my steps to my school-room and busied
myself in preparation for another day's labors. Thus employed, an
hour glided swiftly away and found me wearily reclining in my chair.

But my musings were suddenly interrupted by the near approach
of little feet, and soon one of my little ones presented herself at my
desk, holding out a nice bunch of delicious strawberries. "I picked
them all for you, " she said, and then in a lower tone of voice added :
"I never mean to tell another lie. I have been telling little Mary
Lee, and she says she never will. Aren't you glad ?" How I loved
Ina then. I had alwaysloved her. I lovedevery scholar. I clasped
her in my arms, and told her how much better I should love her as the
school mistress if she was a truthful child. A nice confiding chat we
enjoyed alone in that school-room, when, giving me a kiss, she bounded
lightly away.

Think you not, fellow-teacher, I was in some measure at least
repaid for my instruction, my efforts to cultivate the morals of my
pupils ?

Be sure that the moral lessons which you impart to your scholars
will not be lost. They wil have an effect upon some, and in the
distant future they may look back to their school days and bless you
for your kind efforts in their behalf.

Then, fellow-teacher, although darkness may at times hover around
your path, and no bright ray shine forth to illumine your way, yet be
not faint-hearted. Your reward is yet in the future, and although
you may not in this life see it, yet your example, your efforts, may
be the means of guiding some one at least of your dear pupils to that
place where truth and every virtue must be possessed by each of its
inhabitants. Then will you rejoice that you labored even so much
in the moral training of your pupils.-Connecticut Common School
Journal.

4. A NOBLE BOY.

A boy was once tempted by some of his companions to pluck ripe
cherries from a tree which his father had forbidden him to touch.

" You need not be afraid," said one of his companions, " for if
your father should'find out that you had taken them, he is so kind
that he would not hurt you."

" That is the very reason," replied the boy, "why I would not
touch them. It is true, my father would not hurt me ; yet my diso-
bedience, I know, would hurt my father, and that would be worse to
me than anything else."

A boy who grows up with such principles, would be a man in the
best sense of the word. It indicates a regard for rectitude that would
render him trustworthy under every trial.-Christian Annual.

VIII. (urational )Ctelligtue.
CANADA.

-UNIVEasITY oF TRINITY COLLEGU, TORONTo.-On Tuesday the 29th of
June, a meeting of the convocation of the University of Trinity College was
held in the College Hall, at which the Hon. Sir J. B. Robinson, Bart.,
Chancellor of the University, presided. The following degrees were con-
ferred;-B. A. Badgley, Charles Howard. B. A. (ad eundm.) McCallom,
Rev. James Henry, Trin. Coll., Dublind e A. Beaven, Rev. Edward
William; Philipe, Thomas D.; McCollum, Rev. James Henry. The follow-
ing Students were Matriculated:-Jones, Charles Mercer ; Lister, Brooks.

on Wednesday, the 30th June, the annual dinner at the close of the Aca-
demical year, was given in the Hall of Trinity College. Among those pre-
sent, we observed the Hon. Sir J. B. Robinson, Bart., Chancellor of the
University; the Hon. and Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Toronto, Presi-
dent of the College Couneil; the Hon. J. H. Cameron, D. C. L; Lewis
Moffatt, Esq. &c. &c,; the provost and professors, together with a goodly
number of the Alumni, and of the College Undergraduates.

The usual loyal and appropriate toasts *e're proposed and responded to;
And the acoustoned Learty reception given to the toaste-" the Chancellor,"

ith Lord bishop," and " the members i the Council' The names of the

Provost and the Professors in Arts were received with much enthusiasm.
The speeches that followed the proposal of their health, froin the graduates
of the University, were of a most grati fying character, and proved the close-
ness of the bond which connects the College with those whom it has sent
forth throughout the province, both clergymen and laymen.

The scholarships open for competition in the June examination to students
of the first year, were declared to have been awarded as follows: The
Wellington Scholarship, to Charles Jones. The Bishop Strachan Scholar-
ship, to Pakenham Stewart. The Allan Scholarship, to Richard Homan
Harris. Mr. Jones is the seccond member of his family who bas gained

the Wellington Scholarship; his brother William having been the sueccessful
candidate in 1856. Mr. Stewart is a son of the Rev. E. M. Stewart, the
assistant minister of Guelph. To the well-wishers of the Church of England
in Canada, it will be most satisfaetory to learn, that the Rev. the provost
stated in the course of bis remarks, that the divinity class was in as satisfac-
tory a state, both as to the numbers and the proficiency of the students, as

it had been at any time since the College commenced operations. la con-
nexion with the above we have heard, that there is a prospect of shortly
resuscitating the suspended faculty of law in this University, which will
be but a step, we trust, towards the complete restoration of all the faculties
pertaining to a University.

- THE SARNIA CENTaAL SCHOOL ON THE OcCASION OF THE GovERNOR GÉN-

ERAL' aVIsIT TO SARNIA.-This beautiful building was set of to the best
advantage. The children lhad erected across the street at the entrance, a
large arch of evergreens, surmounted by a floral crown, and underneath the
following appropriate inscription. "Education is the glory of Canada."
The school is built of white brick, aud is the handsomest in the Province.

- G. A. BARBER, Esq.-The Board of Publie Instruction in the Coun-
ties of York and Peel having learned that George A. Barber, Esq., ceases to
be a member, owing to bis resignation of the offiee of Superintendent of Com-
mon Schools for the city of Toronto, do now desire to record their deep

sense of the value of his services, in furthering the noble work of Common

School Education in this city; they have also to acknowledge is valuable
assistance at the meetings of this board. and do fnrtlier desire to express
their regret at losing bis co-operation, but with the hope that in any future
sphere of action, bis zeal and activity in the publie service will receive the
reward they so well deserve.

- ANNUAL REPORT OF THE PAEsDENT OF VIcTORIA COLLfGE.-In pre-
senting this Annual Report of Victoria College, it is satisfactory to be able to
state, that the operations of the past year have been marked by great har-

mony and good feeling, and have been attended with cheering success.
Owing to the severe monetary pressure, the attendanice of the students

has been somewhat less than during the preceding year, but the number of
Undergraduates is the largest yet reeorded. The whole number of students
in all departments is 309; the number of undergraduates in the faculty of
Arts is 40 ; in the Faculty of Medecine, 63; the remainder consists of oceca-
sional Students, and Students preparing for matriculation. The present
Freshman clas in Arts numbers 21, being about twice as many as the usual
attendance in that class.

Many of the Studente are consistent members of the church, and by their
example and zeal, do much for the spread of religion, both in the College
and the town of Cobourg. The leaven of this religious influence is found to
be of incalculable service in the discipline and culture of the youth entrusted
to our care.

Judging from present indications, the College is destined to furnish very
valuable accessions to the Christian Ministry, and the attention of the

Conference and the Church is earnestly invited to this important result, as

a reason for more ardent and united exertions in behalf of the Institution.

It is confidently believed, that in no other way is the Church more likely

to be supplied with efficient and devoted laborers; and that by the more

general aeademie training of the youth of our community, we might

greatly diminisb the number of those painful cases occurring from year to

year,-cases of pious young men presenting themselves for the work of

the Ministry, and rejected for want of proper education, or perbaps sent to

college to acquire that education, when the time for acquiring it has gone
by. In accordanee with the direction of the Conference, efforts have been

made during the year to colleet the money due on scholarships, and tu

raise additional funds by subscription. The agents have partially can.

vassed the western section of the Province, and aided by the officers Of the

College and other brethren, have held publie meetings in most of the cities

and town*. The suecesé of the agents bas, perhape, been all that oould
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reasonably be expected in times of such extraordinary financial depression;
and the feelings in the public meetings bas been such, as highly to encourage
us, and to warrant the continuance of similar efforts.

There seems to be no plan better adapted to engage our people in the
noble work of Christian education, and it is well worthy of enquiry,
whether this momentous interest of the Church ought not to be as urgently
and systematically laid before our congregations as the subject of Sunday
Schools or Christian Missions. Our College has no endowinent; it cannot
be self-sustaining; it can only live, therefore, by voluntary contributions ;
to secure such contributions it must be kept constantly before the public
mind. On this whole matter our people need to be aroused, and indoctrinated
with proper views. It is necessary to show them that our College is a
connexional necessity, that it is an essential part of our machinery as a
Church ; that without it we shall either lose our youth, or retain them in
a state of mental and social inferiority; that without it our ministers will
suffer both in numbers and efficiency; that without, in fine, we shall be
unequal to the great work God bas assigued us in christianizing this exten-
sive country. And to all this we have to add the melancholy statement,
that our college, with its balls full of students, is in iminent danger of be
ing closed for want of funds.

These facts must be promptly and unceasingly pressed home both upon
our ministers and laity; and pressed home through every suitable channel
-througb the press, from the platform, from the pulpit.

There is no other way of rescuing Victoria College from financial ruin;
certainly no other way of making it what Methodism and the times
demand.

It is therefore strongly recommended, that agents be again appointed to
continue their canvass, and to co-operate with the Officers of the College in
holding educational meetings throughoutthe entire Province.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Victoria College, 'May 24, 1858.
S. S. NELLES, M. A., President.

- BENEFACTION TO EDucATIoN-A woRTHY EXAMPLE.-Ån anonymous
gentleman in one of our eastern Counties bas sent to the Rev. Dr. Ryerson
a bank receipt for $418 to be applied " for the benefit of Education in the
district in which the donor resides, if Dr. Ryeraon can couveniently apply it
in that way; if net, in whatever way he may think proper." An intimation
is also given, on behalf of the donor, " who at present wishes bis name
unknown," that " at a' future time there will be a further sum forwarded
for the same purpose." So generous an example is well worthy of imita-
tion.

- PERTH SCBIOoL ExAMINATION AND Pic-Nic.-If there is one thing
more than another calculated te indicate the rapid onward progression of
the country, it is afforded by our educational institutions. The scbools of
to-day are as superior to the schools of twenty years ago, as light is to dark-
nese. . . . There were quite a number of visitora at the examination on
Friday afternoon, and we were pleased to see it, because it shows that the
interest felt by the people in the cause of education is inereasing and
spreading. One pleasing feature recently added to the school is the singing.
This was introduced, we believe, by the female teachers, Miss Borthwick,
Miss Wright, and Miss Kennedy, and is a very great improvement-it
cultivates the talent of music, and renders the school attractive, for " musie
bath charms."-The examinations in the various departments of the school
must have been both pleasing and satistactory to the visitors, showing as it
did the advancement made by the pupils, the system. of instruction in
vogue, and the almost perfect discipline in each department. The pupils
were attentive and obedient te their teachers, and apparently actuated by
a laudable desire to excel.

On Saturday at half past one o'clock the scholars formed in procession at
the school bouse, and with flags and banners flying and headed by the
Brass Band playing appropriate airs, proceeded to Mr. Malloch's grove,
where swings were erected, and tables spread, covered with an abundant
supply of excellent refreshments, and seats were provided for visitors.-
The Band discoursed sweet music, and the children appeared te enjoy
themselves prodigiously. Quite a nuinber of people visited the ground,
who, in imagination at least, must have lived over again for an hour or two,
in witnessing the gleesome, innocent pastimes of the children, and many
might bave been inclined to draw a striking contrast between the scene
before them and the reminiscences of their own school-boy days, when such
a thing as a children's pie-nie in connexion with a school never entered the
hue of iù Wd 8dn&i; àzd *1ieu, had àny ôàe hinted af mucli à tbing

be would have been tried and executed as a rebel or a beathen. Appro-
priate addresses were delivered by Messrs. J. Deacon, W. M. Shaw, and
the Rev. Mr. MeMorin, who endeavored to impress upon the pupils the
many facilities they now enjoyed of obtaining knowledge. About 7 o'clock
the scholars again formed in procession and left the ground, when all
repaired to their respective homes improved both in body and mind, having
left a scene calculated to form one of the most pleasing reminiscences of
after years when oppressed and wearied with the cares and anxieties of
practical everyday life.

- THE DIsTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL PRIZEs, PORT HoEP.-The distribution

of prizes to those pupils of the Union School who distinguished themselves
during the last quarter, took place on Saturday evening, in the Town Hall.
At an early hour the room was thronged with the parents and friends of
the pupils. John Might, Esq., Chairmin of the Board of Trustees, presided,
Mr. Gordon, Principal of the Union School, made a few remarks, and con-
cluded by saying that before the distribution of prizes took place, the
committee on compositions would lay their report before the meeting. Dr.
Kellogg stated that the Prize essay was infinitely superior te all others
that bad been placed in their bands. Mr. Fleming Rowland was the name
of the successful competitor. Dr. Kellogg moved, seconded by Mr. T. M.
Benson, that the essay be printed in the Guide ; the motion was carried by
acclamation. Mr. Gordon amid much applause distributed the prizes te
the industrious and deserving. His Worship the Mayor, as one of the
Board of Trustees, moved, seconded by Mr. John Reed, a vote of thanks to
the gentlemen who had officiated as examiners during the week. The
assembly soon after broke up.

Those who attended the recent examination must feel gratified that Port
Hope bas such a first class educational Institution as the Union School.
Mr. Gordon, the Principal, deserves the warmest thanks of the town for his
unremitting exertions to build up a school that will preclude the necessity
of any class of our citizens sending their children abroad for an education.
Since be came to live amongst us be bas labored early and late, and he bas
the satisfaction to-day of knowing that bis labors have been crowned with
success. We trust that for bis encouragement and that of the staff of
teachers whn are associated with him, the Trustees will at once proceed to
purchase a lot and erect buildings for tho accommodation of a School that
reflecta credit upon the town.-Pori Hope Guide.

A R ITI 8H.

THE EARL OF EGLINTOUN AT THE IRISH NATIONAL
BOARD.

The Earl of Eglintoun paid a second visit yesterday to the model school
of the National Board of Education, and, having attentively listened to the
examination of the children in the several branches of education, addressed
the pupils as follows:-

" My Young Friends,-I have great pleasure in assuring you of the grati-
fication which your examination has just afforded me, and in this I am sure
I but feel in common with every other stranger. It reflects not only the
bighest credit on yourselves, but on those intrusted with your education,
and I am also justified in saying, on that talent for whieh your country
stands unrivalled over the world. You bave been provided with an educa-
tion which will enable you to bring that talent to bear on your fellow-
countrymen. (Applause.) It requires very little observation to sec what
an amount of good the training which I have seen exhibited to-day will
produce when diffused over every other part of the country when yen go
hence. I am happy to hear that the talent which you have exhibited
is not surpassed by the good conduct which you exhibit in your lives while
under the charge of this institution ; and you must all feel that your future
success in life will not be owing more to the education you received than to
the good character to be borne by you in the various stations to be held by
you in after life. I trust that in the schools in whieh you are now going
te teach you will take care to ineuleate not only by improving the eduea-
tion you bave received, but to inculcate those good principles in whicb you
bave been instructed while here. (Applause.) But above all things try
to preserve good feeling and fellowship among those committed to your
charge, and lessen, as far as in your power, these sectarian differences
which exist. (Cheers.) I cannot leave this rooin without expressing my
high admiration of this magnificent institution, and I trust that under no
cireumstances will its efficiency be ever impaired."

His Eeellency then withdrew amid loud and prolonged applause, ati,
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on enteriug bis carriage, the pupils, numbering upwards of 1,400, assembled
on the lawn, and "Imade the welkin ring" with their hearty and continued
cheers.

IX. iterarq an Scientiftc ntdtigtlct.
- TEE RAILWAY AND STEAMBOAT ROUTEs IN CANADA.-JON LOVELL,

MONTRE6AL.-Mr. Lovell bas conferred a publie benefit by the publication
of this work, the preparation of which must have cost him immense labor
and expense. The explanation of routez is very full, and the information
given with regard to the best methods of reaching different parts of the
country is invaluable. The work contains an excellent map of Canada,
and the "Canadian Time Indicator," showing by a number of dials the
difference of time between Montreal and other parts of Canada, and New
York, Portland, Boston and Buffalo, is worth itself the price of the book.
It ought to sell extensively.-Peterboro' Review.

-- THE TUaoNTO CRYSTAL PALACE.-From the Leader we learn that
the foundation atone of the building intended for the purpose of the Pro.
vincial Agricultural Association was laid by the Hon. Mr. Vankoughnet,
Minister of Agriculture. Long before the time had arrived at which the
atone was to be laid, the building-which is partly erected-was covered
with human beinge, and every conceivable space about the atone occupied.
The R yal Canadian Band played during the intervals. The body of the
building itself is to be composed of cast-iron pillars, and obscured glass;
and the roof is to be covered with tin. It will cover an area of ground of
256 feet in length. Its extreme width will be 144, which includes an en-
trance on the Southern front of 32 feet by 16. On looking at the building
from the aide it presents au appearance very similar to the Sydenham
Crystal Palace-the main portion of the structure having a covered roof,
and the centre presenting an appearance somewbat like the main transept
of the great Exhibition. When constructed, so far as we can now judge,
it will be a handsome building, and one well adapted for the object for

which it is intended. At present the greater portion of the pillars are

erected, and the main part of the Western section covered with wood prior
to being tinned. The castings are by Wm. Hamilton & Son of Toronto.
About six o'clock, every thing being ready for laying the atone, Colonel
Thompson, President of the Board of Agriculture, called on the Mayor to

address the meeting.

- THE COLOSSAL CHURcH IN ST. PETERSBURGH.-A German letter,
from St. Petersburgh, June 16th, gives some items of interest respecting
the monster church, which has just been dedicated at Saint Petersburgh:
The writer says, "An immense concourse of people continued to visit the
Place of St. Isaac, notwithstanding that the dedication ceremonies were
concluded, and the 'Imperial family had repaired to the summer palace.
Crowds still passed into the building to feast their eyes upon the splen-
doure of the great oriental cathedral, composed as it is. of granite, marble,
iron, malachite, alabaster, and lapis-lazuli, of bronze, and silver and gold,
-wood having been altogether excluded from the building, except in some
of the doors. The lightning rods are made of platina; while the great
dome and the five crosses, visible at a distance of forty versts, are piated
with 274 pounds of gold. The interior area is 60,000 square feet. The
entire structure as it stands, including the 112 gigantic pillars with Corin-
thian capitals, the dome, and the immense bell of 75,000 weight-with all
its interior splendors of porphyry, of Carrahrian marble and gold, the
"Inconostase," with its gilt decorations, and the works of art in painting
and sculpture-represents an expended capital of nearly ninety million
thalers (nearly $60,000,000). The granite monoliths, measuring 55 feet
in height, aud 7 feet diameter at the base, cost each 12,000 thalers; 400,000
thalers were expended on gold ornamentation. There is no organ, as the
Greek Church allows no instrumental musie of any kind, and likewise
interdiets female voices in the house of God; (the bells, too, must only be
sounded by striking, not by ringing); at the dedication, however, four
principal voices were each represented by 250 male singers, and the grand
choral resounded through the vast building like the swelling notes of a
monstrous organ."

X. jieparhaRtal Iotirts.
PRIZES IN SCHOOLS.

The Chief Superintendent will grant one hundred per cent.
upon all sumo not less than five dollars transmitted to him by

Municipalities or Boards of School Trustees for the purchase of
books or reward cards for distribution as prizes in Grammar
and Common Schools.

PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
"Township and County Libraries are becoming the crown and glory of the Institu.

tiorns of the Province."-Lord Elgin at the Upper Canada Provincial Exhibition,
September, 1854.

The Chief Superintendent of Education is prepared to ap.
portion one hundred per cent. upon all sums which shall be
raised from local sources by Municipal Councils and School
Corporations, for the establishment or increase of Public Libra-
ries in Upper Canada, under the regulations provided according
to law. Remittances must not be in less sums than five dollars.

SCHOOL MAPS AND APPARATUS.
The Chief Superintendent will add 100 per cent. to any sum

or sums, not less than five dollars, transmitted to the Depart-
ment from Grammar and Common Schools; and forward Maps,
Apparatus, Charts, and Diagrams to the value of the amount
thus augmented, upon receiving a list of the articles required by
the Trustees. In all cases it will be necessary for any person,
acting on behalf of the Trustees, to enclose or present a written
authority to do so, verified by the corporate seal of the Trus-
tees. A selection of articles to be sent can always be made
by the Department, when so desired.

PENSIONS-SPECIAL NOTICE TO TEACHEIRS.
Public notice is hereby given to all Teachers of Common

Schools in Upper Canada, who may wish to avail themselves at any
future timne of the advantages of the Superannuated Commo-
SchoolTeachers' Fund, that it willbe necessary for then totrans-
mit to the Chief Superintendent, without delay, if they have not
already done so, their annual subscription of $4, commencing
with 1854. The law authorizing the ootabliohrnent of this fusnni
provides, « that no teacher shall be entitled to share in the said
fund who 8hall not contribute to 8uchfund at least at the rate
of one pound per annum."

AN INDISPENSABLE SCHOOL BOOK.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

OV

Oanada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland,
Hudson's Bay Territory East and West Indies, and ail other

British Colonies, &c., &c.

WITH Sketches of the Indian Tribes, and of Eminent persons connected
with the History of Canada.

SECOND EDITION-ENLAEGED AND IXPOVED.
By J. GEORGE HODGINS, M. A.

With eighty handsome Engravings; cloth, gilt lettered; 128 pp. Price
50 ets.; $5.50 per dozen.

Toronto: Maclear & Co., James Campbell, and W. C. F. Caverhill.
Montreal: Benjamin Dawson and R. & A. Miller.

gg- May be ordered through any Bookeeller.
Already adopted as a Text Book in Upper Canada College, the Collegiate

School of Victoria College, and in many others of our best Seminaries.

W A N T E D,

A BOUT the 1 st October, A SCHOOL, by a YOUNG MAN of consider-
able experience in teaching in this country and in Scotland, and who

holds a First Class Certificate. Would have no objection to assist in a
Grammar Schoo!.

Address (stating salary), G. F. J., Orangeville P. O.

ADVERTISEMENTS inserted in the Journal of Education for three
cents per word, which may be remitted in postage siamps, or otherWise.

TERMS: For asingle copy ofbthe Journal of Education, $1 per annum;
back vols., neatly stitched, supplied on the same tern s. All subscriptions
to commence with the January number, and payment in advance muet
in all cases accompany the order. Single numbers, 12J cents each.

gg" All communications to be addressed to Mr. J. GEoaGE HoDGINS,
Educatione Office, Toronto.
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